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Summary
The main objective of this doctoral dissertation was to investigate genomic imprinting
and the molecular correlates of hybrid seed failure, an important postzygotic barrier to
interbreeding among species of wild tomatoes (Solanum section Lycopersicon). Our
molecular studies focused on the transcriptome of the endosperm, a tissue that nourishes
the embryo and secures its proper development. Most of the present knowledge on
genomic imprinting and transcriptional regulation in the endosperm, as well as hybrid
seed failure in plants, comes from studies in Arabidopsis. To our knowledge, ours is the
first attempt to study the genomic basis of hybrid seed failure in wild relatives of a crop
plant such as tomato (Solanum lycopersicum).
The first part of this investigation entailed a reassessment of the strength and nature
of some of the interspecific postzygotic barriers investigated by Charles Rick in the 20th
century (Chapter 1). We performed hundreds of crosses within and between the four
nominal wild tomato species Solanum chilense, S. peruvianum, S. corneliomulleri and S.
arcanum. The voluminous data on the proportions and total numbers of viable and
inviable (aborted) seeds broadly agree with Rick’s earlier findings and distinguish
“strong” and “weak” postzygotic barriers, depending on the mean proportion of viable
seeds; these data also partly challenge the current taxonomic treatment of wild tomatoes.
In addition, we histologically analyzed the morphology and development of seed
components in intraspecific and hybrid crosses using S. peruvianum and S. chilense. Our
developmental analyses suggest that maternal tissues contribute to the larger seed size in
those hybrid crosses where S. chilense plants are in the maternal role. These
investigations outlined in Chapter 1 paved the way for studying the molecular correlates
of hybrid seed failure between S. chilense and S. peruvianum.
The molecular elements of this work are mainly based on a common data set
obtained by sequencing the endosperm transcriptomes of developing seeds that represent
the fertilization products of both intra-and interspecific pollinations, using two plants
each of S. chilense and S. peruvianum. Endosperm tissue was laser-microdissected from
seeds 14-15 days after pollination and the extracted total RNA was sequenced on the
Illumina HiSeq2000 platform. For the analyses performed in Chapter 2, we first had to
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develop a novel approach to estimate Allele-Specific Expression (ASE) using both
homozygous and heterozygous nucleotide differences between the two parents. Although
statistical power to discriminate between maternally and paternally-derived transcripts
differed in the two species, we could assess several thousand genes and identify
candidate imprinted genes in normally developing seeds in both S. peruvianum and S.
chilense. We analyzed the putative functions of these genes and compared their identities
with candidate imprinted genes in other species. Importantly, we uncovered a systematic
disturbance of ASE evidenced by a genome-wide shift toward higher maternal
expression proportions in hybrid endosperms. This shift in ASE almost entirely
eliminates paternally imprinted gene expression in hybrid endosperms but also affects
maternally imprinted genes and all other genes; at present we can only speculate
regarding the underlying molecular mechanisms.
Using transcriptomic data obtained from additional sequencing libraries
representing embryo and seed coat (maternal) tissue, we identified genes expressed
exclusively in each one of the three seed compartments embryo, endosperm and seed
coat (Chapter 3). Our main analyses, however, concern differential gene expression
between normal within-species endosperms and hybrid endosperms from interspecific
crosses. Compared to the normal expression patterns, we uncovered strong expression
disturbances for several functionally important classes of genes in hybrid endosperms.
Among those are genes likely to be involved in regulating transcription such as DNA
methylases, DNA demethylases, subunits and cofactors of the Polycomb Repressive
Complex. Furthermore, we found MADS-box genes to be overexpressed in hybrid
endosperms, observations that partly mirror the endosperm’s transcriptional response to
interploidy crosses in Arabidopsis. We hypothesize that the maternally biased pattern of
ASE and differential gene expression observed in hybrid endosperms hint toward a
possible misregulation of the RNA-dependent silencing machinery.
The results obtained in the course of this study provide one of the first empirical
contributions to the transcriptomic landscape of seed compartments in wild tomatoes.
With the main focus on disturbances in ASE and differential gene expression between
seeds from hybrid and intraspecific crosses, our analyses enrich the understanding of the
molecular processes underlying strong postzygotic barriers in plants.
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Zusammenfassung
Das Hauptziel dieser Dissertation war es, die genomische Prägung und die molekularen
Auswirkungen des Versagens von Hybridsamen, einer wichtigen postzygotischen
Kreuzungsbarriere zwischen wilden Tomatenarten (Solanum section Lycopersicon), zu
untersuchen. Unsere molekularen Studien zum Transkriptom des Endosperms, einem
Gewebe, das den Embryo ernährt und seine richtige Entwicklung gewährleistet. Die
meisten der früheren Erkenntnisse über genomische Prägung und
Transkriptionsregulation im Endosperm, sowie über das Versagen von Hybridsamen,
wurden in Arabidopsis gewonnen. Nach unserem Kenntnisstand ist die vorleigende
Arbeit der erste Versuch, die genomische Basis von Hybridsamenversagen in wilden
Angehörigen einer Kulturpflanze wie der Tomate (Solanum lycopersicum) zu
untersuchen.
Der erste Teil dieser Untersuchung enthält eine Neubewertung der Stärke und Art
einiger der interspezifischen postzygotischen Barrieren, die von Charles Rick im 20.
Jahrhundert untersucht wurden (Kapitel 1). Wir führten hunderte von Kreuzungen innerhalb
und zwischen den vier taxonomischen wilden Tomatenarten Solanum chilense, S.
peruvianum, S. corneliomulleri und S. arcanum. Die umfangreichen Daten über die
Verhältnisse und Gesamtzahl der lebensfähigen und nicht lebensfähigen (abgebrochenen)
Samen stimmen mit Ricks früheren Ergebnissen überein, und sind in "starke" und
"schwache" postzygotische Barrieren einteilbar, abhängig vom mittleren Anteil
lebensfähiger Samen. Diese Daten stellen teilweise auch die aktuelle Taxonomie der
Wildtomaten in Frage. Darüber hinaus haben wir die Morphologie und Entwicklung
verschiedener Kompartemente in intraspezifischen und Hybridsamen von S. peruvianum
und S. chilense histologisch analysiert. Unsere Entwicklungsanalysen legen nahe, dass
mütterliche Gewebe dazu beitragen dass Hybridsamen grösser sind wenn S. chilense
Pflanzen sind in der Mutterrolle ist. Diese Ergebnisse aus Kapitel 1 sind die Grundlage für
die Untersuchung der molekularen Auswirkungen des Versagens von Hybridsamen
zwischen S. chilense und S. peruvianum.
Die molekularbiologischen Teile dieser Dissertation basieren vor Allem auf
einem gemeinsamen Datensatz des Endospermtranskriptoms sich entwickelnder Samen
aus intra- und interspezifischen Kreuzungen von je zwei S. chilense und S. peruvianum.
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Endospermgewebe wurde aus jungen Samen 14-15 Tage nach der Bestäubung mittels
laser-microdissection gewonnen, und die extrahierte Gesamt-RNA auf der Illumina
HiSeq2000 Plattform sequenziert. Für die in Kapitel 2 durchgeführten Analysen mussten
wir zunächst einen neuartigen Ansatz zur Allel-spezifischen Expression (ASE)
entwicklen (ASE), bei dem sowohl homozygote als auch heterozygote NukleotidUnterschiede zwischen den beiden Eltern ausgenutzt werden. Obwohl die statistische
Aussagekraft um zwischen mütterlichen und väterlichen Transkripten zu unterschieden
sich in den beiden Arten unterschied, konnten wir mehrere tausend Gene beurteilen und
damit Kandidaten für Prägung in sich normal entwickelnden Samen in S. peruvianum
und S. chilense finden. Wir analysierten die erwarteten Funktionen dieser Gene und
verglichen sie mit Kandidatengenen für Prägung in anderen Arten.
Bemerkenswerterweise entdeckten wir eine systematische Störung der ASE, belegt durch
eine genomweite Verschiebung hin zu höheren mütterlichen Anteilen im
Hybridendosperm. Dabei wird die Expression väterlich geprägter Gene fast vollständig
eliminiert, sie wirkt sich jedoch auch auf mütterlich geprägte Gene und alle anderen
Gene aus. Derzeit können wir über die zugrunde liegenden molekularen Mechanismen
nur spekulieren.
Mit Hilfe von zusätzlichen Transkriptomdaten aus Embryonen und Samenschalen
(mütterliches Gewebe) , identifizierten wir Gene die ausschließlich in einer der drei
Samenkompartemente Embryo, Endosperm und Samenschale exprimiert werden (Kapitel
3). Unsere Hauptanalysen betreffen jedoch die Unterschiede in der Genexpression
zwischen normalem innerartlichen Endosperm und Hybridendosperm. Im Vergleich zum
normalen Expressionsmuster haben wir starke Expressionsstörungen für mehrere
funktionell wichtige Klassen von Genen im Hybridendosperm gefunden. Unter diesen
befinden sich Gene, die mit hoher Wahrscheinlichkeit bei der Transkriptionsregulierung
beteiliegt sind, wie DNA-Methylasen, DNA-Demethylasen, sowie Untereinheiten und
Cofaktoren des Polycomb Repressive Complex. Darüber hinaus waren MADS-Box-Gene
im Hybridendosperm überexprimiert. Diese Beobachtungen spiegeln teilweise die
transkriptionelle Reaktion des Endosperms von interploidalen Kreuzungen in
Arabidopsis wider. Wir vermuten, dass die überhöhten müttlerichen Anteile der ASE und
die Unterschiede in der Genexpression im Hybridendosperm auf eine potentielle
Fehlregulierung von Mechanismen des RNA-dependent silencing hindeuten.
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Die in dieser Studie erzielten Ergebnisse stellen einen der ersten empirischen
Beiträge zur transkriptomischen Landschaft der Samenkompartemente von Wildtomaten.
Mit dem Schwerpunkt auf Störungen der ASE und Genexpressionsunterschiede zwischen
Samen aus intraspezifischen Kreuzungen und Hybridsamen, tragen unsere unsere
Analysen zum Verständnis der molekularen Vorgänge bei, die einer starken
postzygotischen Barriere mit nicht entwickelten Samen zu Grunde liegen.
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Resumen
El objetivo principal de esta tesis doctoral fue investigar la impronta genómica y
las correlaciones moleculares con el fracaso en semilla híbrida, la cual es una importante
barrera postcigótica al cruzamiento entre especies de tomates silvestres (Solanum sección
Lycopersicon). Nuestros estudios moleculares se centraron en el transcriptoma del
endospermo, un tejido que nutre al embrión y asegura su correcto desarrollo. La mayoría
del conocimiento actual sobre la impronta genómica y la regulación transcripcional en el
endospermo, así como del fracaso en semilla híbrida, proviene de estudios en
Arabidopsis. A nuestro conocer, el nuestro es el primer intento de estudiar la base
genómica del fracaso en semilla híbrida en parientes silvestres de una planta cultivable
como el tomate (Solanum lycopersicum).
La primera parte de esta investigación implicó una nueva valoración de la fuerza
y la naturaleza de algunas de las barreras interespecíficas postcigóticas en tomates
silvestres investigados por Charles Rick en el siglo 20 (Capítulo 1). Se realizaron cientos
de cruces intra e interespecíficos dentro y entre las cuatro especies nominales de tomate
silvestre Solanum chilense, S. peruvianum, S. arcanum y S. corneliomulleri. La gran
cantidad de datos generados, en proporciones y en el número total de semillas viables y
no viables (abortadas) están -en líneas generales- de acuerdo con las conclusiones previas
de Rick y distinguen barreras postcigóticas "fuertes" y "débiles", dependiendo de la
proporción promedio de semillas viables; estos datos en parte también desafían el actual
tratamiento taxonómico de los tomates silvestres. Además en el Capítulo 1 se analizaron
histológicamente la morfología y el desarrollo de los componentes de la semilla en
cruces híbridos e intraespecíficos utilizando a S. peruvianum y S. chilense. Nuestros
análisis del desarrollo sugieren que los tejidos maternos contribuyen al mayor tamaño de
semilla en cruces híbridos donde las plantas de S. chilense juegan el papel materno. Estas
investigaciones descritas en el Capítulo 1 allanaron el camino para el estudio de las
correlaciones moleculares del fracaso en semilla híbrida entre S. chilense y S.
peruvianum.
Los componentes moleculares de este trabajo se basan principalmente en un
conjunto común de datos obtenidos por la secuenciación de los transcriptomas de
endospermo de las semillas en desarrollo. Estas semillas representan los productos de
fertilización de ambas polinizaciones intra e interespecíficas, con dos plantas cada una de
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S. chilense y S. peruvianum. El endospermo se microdisectó con láser en semillas 14-15
días después de la polinización y el ARN total extraído fue secuenciado en la plataforma
Illumina HiSeq2000. Para los análisis realizados en el Capítulo 2, primero tuvimos que
desarrollar un nuevo método para estimar la expresión alélica específica (ASE),
utilizando las diferencias homocigotas y heterocigotas entre los dos padres. Aunque el
poder estadístico para discriminar transcriptos derivados del la madre y del padre
difirieron en las dos especies, pudimos evaluar varios miles de genes y así identificamos
genes candidatos improntados en las semillas que se desarrollan con normalidad, tanto en
S. peruvianum como en S. chilense. Se analizaron las funciones putativas de estos genes
y se compararon sus identidades con genes candidatos improntados en otras especies. Es
importante destacar que hemos descubierto una alteración sistemática de ASE, que se
manifiesta como un cambio de todo el genoma hacia mayores proporciones de expresión
maternas en endospermos híbridos. Este cambio en la ASE elimina casi por completo la
expresión génica paternalmente improntada en endospermos híbridos y que también a
todos los otros genes improntados o no; en la actualidad sólo podemos especular sobre
los mecanismos moleculares que subyacen este fenómeno en la semilla hibrida.
Usando los datos obtenidos a partir de transcriptomas adicionales de embrión y
de la cubierta de la semilla (de origen materno), se identificaron genes expresados
exclusivamente en cada uno de los tres compartimentos de la semilla: embrión,
endospermo y cubierta de la semilla (capítulo 3). Nuestros principales análisis, sin
embargo se enfocaron en la expresión génica diferencial entre endospermos normales
dentro de la misma especie y endospermos híbridos de cruces interespecíficos. En
comparación con los patrones de expresión normales, hemos descubierto fuertes
perturbaciones de expresión para varias clases de genes funcionalmente importantes en
los endospermos híbridos. Entre estos genes, existen unos que están involucrados en la
regulación de la transcripción como metilasas, demetilasas, subunidades y cofactores del
Complejo represivo Polycomb. Además, hemos encontrado que los genes MADS-box se
sobreexpresan en endospermos híbridos, observaciones que semejan en parte la respuesta
transcripcional del endospermo en cruces interploidicos en Arabidopsis. Nuestra
hipótesis es que el patrón de ASE, sesgado hacia una mayor expresión materna y la
expresión génica diferencial observada en endospermos híbridos apuntan hacia una
posible regulación deficiente de la maquinaria de silenciamiento ARN-dependiente.
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Los resultados obtenidos en el transcurso de este estudio proporcionan una de las
primeras contribuciones empíricas al atlas transcriptómico de los compartimentos de
semillas en los tomates silvestres. Con el objetivo principal de caracterizar las
perturbaciones en ASE y la expresión génica diferencial entre las semillas de cruces
intraespecíficos e híbridos, nuestros análisis contribuyen a la comprensión de los
procesos moleculares que median la fuerte barrera reproductiva postcigótica presente en
el clado del tomate.
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General Introduction
The establishment of reproductive isolation barriers is a basic component of the
speciation process and thus of major interest in evolutionary biology. These barriers can
be classified as either prezygotic or postzygotic, depending on whether the barrier is
established before or after zygote formation, respectively. Prezygotic barriers operate
before fertilization and include processes that prevent two potential individuals from
mating (due to spatio-temporal and phenological factors, e.g. ecological isolation) as well
as processes that prevent fertilization after two individuals have mated. Postzygotic
barriers on the other hand are those that operate after fertilization and manifest
themselves as reduced fitness (viability or fertility) of F1 hybrids or later-generation
individuals of mixed ancestry. It has been argued that postzygotic barriers are the most
important (Moyle 2007; Widmer et al. 2009) because barriers that confer hybrid
inviability or sterility are unlikely to be reversible, and therefore are more likely
permanent barriers to gene flow between nascent species (Coyne & Orr 2004).

Hybrid seed failure and the likely role of imprinting in the endosperm
The endosperm is an essential part of seeds in angiosperms. It originates from the double
fertilization event that gives rise to endosperm and embryo. The endosperm nurtures the
embryo while it develops and in some species stores the seed reserves and represents a
major source of food for humankind (Li & Berger 2012). Genomic imprinting, i.e. the
differential expression of alleles depending on the parent of origin, occurs in the
endosperm of flowering plants (Jullien & Berger 2010). Haig & Westoby (1991) merged
empirical observations and theoretical ideas to propose a decisive role for genomic
imprinting in normal endosperm–embryo interactions, and laid out an evolutionary
explanation for the occurrence of imprinting in the (normally) triploid endosperm as a
consequence of evolutionary conflict between maternally and paternally derived genes
over the allocation of resources. A disturbance of the normal imprinting in the
endosperm might lead to abnormal endosperm development and this might lead to hybrid
seed failure as a consequence. It is important to emphasize that the underlying cause of
such seed failure need not necessarily be (disturbed) imprinting. Alternative molecular
mechanisms that have been proposed to account for the seed failure phenotype (and that
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might well act in concert with dysregulated imprinting) involve small interfering (si)
RNA and the derepression of transposable elements (TEs) mediated by siRNA
(Martienssen 2010; Castillo & Moyle 2012; Ng et al. 2012; Castel & Martienssen 2013;
and see below).
There are well-characterized cases of hybrid seed failure documented between
diploid species of Arabidopsis (Josefsson et al. 2006; Walia et al. 2009; Burkart-Waco et
al. 2013) and members of the Solanaceae (Cooper & Brink 1940; Beamish 1955; Lester
& Kang 1998; Shivaprasad et al. 2012), as well as for interploidy crosses in Solanum,
Arabidopsis and other plant groups (Cooper & Brink 1945; Ortiz & Ehlenfeldt 1992;
Dilkes et al. 2008; Jullien & Berger 2010; Lu et al. 2012). The described developmental
defects are essentially equivalent, whether following interspecific crosses among species
of the same ploidy or following intraspecific crosses between plants of different ploidy.
Specifically, following successful double fertilization, growth of the endosperm quickly
shows aberrant features and eventually results in collapse of the entire seed (Cooper &
Brink 1940; Brink & Cooper 1941). Based on morphological observations throughout the
critical period of endosperm and embryo development, it was concluded that the normal
function of the endosperm to supply nutrients to the developing embryo is compromised,
resulting in embryo and seed abortion. From the perspective of evolutionary speciation
genetics, arguably the most relevant example of interspecific hybrid seed failure is
provided by crosses between Arabidopsis thaliana and A. arenosa (Josefsson et al. 2006;
Burkart-Waco et al. 2013). These authors documented the disrupted expression patterns
of normally imprinted genes (MEDEA and PHERES1) in hybrid endosperm, as well as
the activation of retrotransposons. The study by Josefsson et al. (2006) clearly
established a direct causal link between disruption of imprinting and interspecific seed
abortion, and it also suggests that this type of interspecific barrier could be caused by a
small number of genes, a possibility that was anticipated by Haig & Westoby (1991).

Molecular mechanisms underlying imprinted gene expression
Genomic imprinting relies on multiple epigenetic mechanisms acting in concert.
Producing parent-specific expression requires independent regulation of the maternal and
paternal alleles. The most well-known epigenetic processes involved in the establishment
of imprinting and mainly studied in the model species Arabidopsis thaliana are DNA
methylation and histone modification by Polycomb Repressive Complex 2 (FIS-PRC2)
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activity (Köhler et al. 2012). These processes lead to heterochromatin formation and
therefore affect gene expression. The maintenance of the endosperm hypomethylated
status (Hsieh et al. 2009) relies on repression of MEDEA by the FIS PRC. The FIS PRC
directs histone H3 lysine 27 trimethylation (H3K27me3). This mechanism (H3K27me3)
is frequently associated with transcriptional repression of associated DNA. Plants contain
multiple genes encoding homologs of PRC subunits that have different roles during
vegetative and reproductive plant development (Hennig & Derkacheva 2009). In
Arabidopsis, the FIS PRC complex is composed of the subunits MEDEA, FIS2, FIE and
MSI1. The FIS PRC complex is active in the central cell of the female gametophyte and
in the endosperm, and it is essential for normal endosperm development (Derkacheva &
Hennig 2014).
In Arabidopsis endosperm, differential methylation is established by coordinated
expression of DME, a gene that encodes a DNA demethylase, and MET1, a gene that
encodes a DNA methyltransferase (Gehring 2004; Schmidt et al. 2013). Maternally
derived genomes of Arabidopsis endosperm are extensively demethylated relative to the
paternally derived genomes of endosperm, embryo and vegetative cells (Gehring et al.
2009; Hsieh et al. 2009; Bauer & Fischer 2011; Rodrigues et al. 2013), revealing parentof-origin-specific methylation patterns. Recently, micro RNA (miRNA) and small
interfering RNA (siRNA) are emerging as components of silencing mechanisms that
regulate expression, either by protecting active alleles from silencing or by triggering
cascades of silencing mechanisms (Zilberman et al. 2003; Ha et al. 2009; Castillo &
Moyle 2012; Lu et al. 2012; Vu et al. 2013). RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM)
regulates imprinting at specific loci expressed in endosperm and is regulated by siRNAs
(Vu et al. 2013). siRNAs have central roles in transposon-derived silencing during preand postzygotic reproductive stages in plants (Bourc’his & Voinnet 2010; Law &
Jacobsen 2010; Castel & Martienssen 2013). These molecules produced in the accessory
cells of both the female and male gametophyte allow protection of the gametes’ genomes
and assess parental compatibility at the double fertilization stage; by this mechanism they
may play a role in mediating hybrid incompatibilities (Bourc’his & Voinnet 2010).
Expression of siRNA is negatively correlated with AGAMOUS-like (AGL) gene
expression (Josefsson et al. 2006), which in turn is involved in developmental
differences in Arabidopsis endosperm with different genome dosage compositions
(maternal/paternal excess) (Lu et al. 2012).
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Evolutionary mechanisms that explain the origin and maintenance of imprinting
The most frequently invoked explanation for the evolution of imprinting is David Haig’s
conflict or kinship theory (Haig 2004, 2013). It states that parent-of-origin-dependent
differential allelic expression is the result of conflicting interests of each parent regarding
the evolutionary fitness of their genes (through their offspring). In cases of multiple
fertilizations by different fathers, the father’s aim is the success of his offspring and aims
to achieve so by optimizing resource allocation for them. The mother on the other hand
tries to optimize resources for her and for all of her offspring. The kin-conflict theory
predicts that maternally expressed genes (MEGs) should reduce filial demands on
mothers, whereas paternally expressed genes (PEGs) should increase filial demand (Haig
& Westoby 1991). In the context of seed development, this translates to the expectation
that the expression of paternal alleles would be associated with enhanced nutrientacquiring activity of the endosperm that in turn will produce heavier seeds (paternalexcess phenotype). In contrast, the expression of maternal alleles would tend to produce
some optimal size of seeds that balances the benefits among all of them, producing
lighter seeds (maternal-excess phenotype). Corroborating examples in line with the
kinship theory come from the A. thaliana endosperm imprinted genes PHERES (Köhler
et al. 2003; Schmidt et al. 2013), a growth-promoting PEG, and MEDEA (Grossniklaus
et al. 1998; Schmidt et al. 2013), a growth-suppressing MEG (but see Costa et al.
(2012)).
Haig & Westoby (1991) interpreted the effects of between-species and betweenploidy crosses on seed development in light of the kinship theory of the evolution of
imprinting. Imprinting processes occur in a harmonious way that collectively secure
successful seed development in the context of antagonistic parental forces. But normal
development is therefore sensitive to changes in ploidy or divergence between
individuals that would affect imprinting patterns. The kinship genomic imprinting theory
predicts that reciprocal differences should occur in incompatible crosses, and that these
differences should produce complementary phenotypes that differ on either side of the
mid-parental mean (Haig 2013). Failure of crosses between species sometimes resembles
failure of crosses between different ploidies within species, with features of maternal
excess observed in one direction of a cross and features of paternal excess in the
reciprocal cross (Bushell et al. 2003; Gutierrez-Marcos et al. 2003; Köhler & Kradolfer
2011).
12

The kinship theory is by no means the only explanatory framework for the
evolution of imprinting. Most likely, genomic imprinting exists and is maintained for
several different reasons, and the imprinting status of different genes might have
different mechanisms of origin. Spencer & Clark (2014) reviewed more than ten theories
on the origin of imprinting that are ‘non-conflict hypotheses’, that is, unrelated to the
parental conflict theory. One prominent alternative hypothesis on the evolution of
imprinting is built on the concept of coadaptation. A general way to frame it is given by
Wolf’s (2013) co-adaptation of gene expression model, which states that whereas some
genes evolve to be imprinted due to the evolutionary forces driving the preferential
expression of a given allele, other loci interacting with the imprinted gene might have
subsequently evolved to be imprinted in the same direction as a form of co-adaptation of
gene expression. Wolf & Hager (2006) proposed the maternal–offspring model, based on
the idea that maternal and offspring traits are often selected for the benefit of the
offspring. Coadaptation of these traits may result in imprinted gene expression. In a
similar vein, Wolf (2009) proposed the cytonuclear interactions model in which
interactions between cytoplasmic (generally organelle) and nuclear genomes can have
fitness effects. Therefore, these interactions, i.e. cytonuclear epistasis, can favor the
evolutionary coadaptation of high-fitness combinations of nuclear and cytoplasmic
alleles. These coadaptations of uniparental effect (maternal) or uniparental inheritance
(organelle inheritance) can coadapt with uniparental gene expression, i.e. maternal
imprinting. The expectation under this model is that genes involved in mother–offspring
interactions or in cytonuclear interactions can be maternally imprinted due to a
coadaptive mechanism (Wolf 2009).

The Study System
Together with the domesticated tomato (Solanum lycopersicum), wild tomatoes compose
a small monophyletic clade within the large genus Solanum (Solanaceae). Although
taxonomic assessments of morphological and molecular data are not yet convincingly
settled, 13 nominal species are currently recognized (Peralta et al. 2008). The geographic
range of wild tomatoes extends from central Ecuador to northern Chile, mostly along the
western slopes of the Andes and the coastal region of northwestern South America
(Moyle 2008). Although the tomato clade is relatively small, it spans a wide range of
climatic and environmental gradients, ranging from temperate deserts to moist tropical
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forests. Each species displays a characteristic geographic distribution within this
environmental variation (Rick 1979; Nakazato et al. 2010). Many traits that are putative
adaptive responses to the environment have been identified, suggesting that abiotic
ecological conditions have played an important role in these species’ evolution and
speciation (Moyle 2008).
Within the tomato clade, there has been at least one shift from ancestral selfincompatibility to derived self-compatibility (Igic et al. 2006; Goldberg et al. 2010), as
all yellow-/orange-/red-fruited species are self-compatible (SC; Rick 1979). This
dissertation, however, focuses on some of the more basal self-incompatible (SI) species
that have been shown to exhibit intriguing patterns of postzygotic isolation. This
dissertation mainly focuses on the SI species Solanum chilense, S. peruvianum, and S.
arcanum. Solanum chilense has long been recognized as a distinct taxon (Rick & Lamm
1955) and is the southernmost wild tomato species, native to southern Peru and northern
Chile (~15°S to 25°S). Solanum peruvianum occurs along the Pacific coast from ~10°S
latitude to northern Chile (~19°S), whereas Solanum arcanum is distributed north of
10°S in northern Peru (Peralta et al. 2008).

Intrinsic postzygotic barriers between wild tomato species
By performing extensive crosses within and between the two species, Rick & Lamm
(1955) uncovered intriguing patterns of postzygotic isolation between S. chilense and S.
peruvianum: reciprocal hybrid seed failure occurred at rates exceeding 95%, no matter
whether they served as pollen or ovule parents. Subsequent work on the former S.
peruvianum complex uncovered strong postzygotic barriers between northern Peruvian
populations (now part of S. arcanum) and S. peruvianum sensu stricto (Rick 1963, 1986).
Moreover, Rick (1986) found strong postzygotic barriers among three geographically
circumscribed groups of accessions that Peralta et al. (2008) collectively treat as S.
arcanum. In particular, strong postzygotic barriers separate the “marañón”-type
populations (mostly Dept. Amazonas, east of the Rio Marañón) from the “humifusum”type populations (Depts. Cajamarca and La Libertad). Interestingly, the weakest
interspecific barrier (~70% normal seed set) was found between S. chilense and the
“marañón”-type populations of S. arcanum, coinciding with the greatest geographic,
phylogenetic and morphological distance between any of the considered taxa (Rick
1986).
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From the descriptions in these classical, comprehensive studies of interspecific
cross-pollinations by C.M. Rick and his coworkers, it is clear that reproductive isolation
is intrinsically postzygotic, as fruit set following pollinations has been observed in all
these crosses (fruit set only occurs after successful fertilization of the egg cells; Rick &
Lamm 1955; Rick 1963, 1979, 1986). This is not to claim that postmating, prezygotic
barriers are wholly lacking (which has never been tested), but it is safe to conclude that
without competition from conspecific pollen, growth of and fertilization by
heterospecific pollen tubes is successful in all mentioned combinations. In contrast to the
normal course of development of fertilized ovules in compatible crosses, hybrid seed
failure manifests itself as aberrant growth of both endosperm and embryos, resulting in
eventual seed abortion (Rick & Lamm 1955; Rick 1963, 1986). This outcome
characterizes a very high proportion (95-100%) of defective F1 seeds for the
combinations mentioned above as showing “strong” postzygotic barriers, among them
reciprocal crosses involving S. chilense–S. peruvianum and S. arcanum “marañón”–S.
peruvianum.
Interestingly, a few F1 hybrid seeds “escaped” abortion and after germination
proved to be viable F1 hybrid plants (Rick & Lamm 1955; Rick 1963, 1986), suggesting
that the normal failure of such seeds is attributable to disturbed endosperm–embryo
interactions early in seed development, and not to fatal incompatibilities between the
interacting genomes of F1 embryos. This latter interpretation is further strengthened by
the success of F1 embryo culture in several interspecific crosses in the tomato clade, i.e.
embryos that would normally abort may be rescued by excising them from the
surrounding endosperm and maternal tissues (Brink & Cooper 1947; Rick & Lamm
1955; Rick 1979). The phenology of these postzygotic reproductive barriers within and
between the focal species of wild tomatoes is reminiscent of the well-characterized cases
of hybrid seed failure between (same-ploidy) species of Arabidopsis (e.g. Josefsson et al.
2006) and interploidy crosses in Solanum, Arabidopsis, and other plant groups (e.g.
Cooper & Brink 1945; Haig & Westoby 1991; Gutierrez-Marcos et al. 2003). In contrast
to the wealth of molecular information on endosperm and seed development, imprinted
genes and other epigenetic phenomena in Arabidopsis, maize and rice, these aspects
await elucidation in wild tomatoes.
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Main Molecular Methods
Plant material
For each of the species of interest, two plants were used for analyses; for S. peruvianum
these were plants LA1616A and LA1616J and for S. chilense these were plants
LA4329B and LA4329K (Fig. 1). The seeds used to grow these plants were obtained
from the C.M. Rick Tomato Genetics Resource Center at U.C. Davis
(http://tgrc.ucdavis.edu/). These plants were planted in the December of 2010 or 2011
and maintained in greenhouse conditions until the beginning of the experiments when
they were transferred to climate chambers. The conditions in the climate chambers were
12 hours of light (18 Klux) with 50% relative humidity and 12 hours of darkness (0
Klux) with 60% relative humidity. Plants LA1616A and LA4329B were part of the
cohort planted in 2010 and are referred to as the “main” plants because they served as
both the ovule and pollen parents in the reciprocal between-species cross (Fig. 1). Plants
LA1616J and LA4329K were part of the cohort planted in 2011 and were used to
perform reciprocal within-species crosses with the main plants. Manual hand pollinations
were performed according to the designed crossing scheme (Fig. 1) and developing fruits
collected on different dates to allow the production of enough material for further wet lab
procedures.
Based on previous results on seed development in Solanum (Beamish 1955;
Dnyansagar & Cooper 1960; Pacini & Sarfatti 1978; Briggs 1996) and the results of our
histological analyses of seed development (see Chapter 1), we chose an early globular
embryo stage to collect the material for library preparation. Embryos start to be clearly
visible at 13 days after pollination (DAP), and we collected fruits from 13 to 15 DAP
(Table 1). This early time point was chosen because it was early enough to recover
signatures of the embryo–endosperm interaction process and of endosperm development.
This time point was also late enough for the tissues to have an appropriate size to be able
to laser-capture enough material from embryo and endosperm and extract RNA in the
quantities needed for library preparation (see below).

Laser dissection, RNA extraction and library preparation
For each of the four plants used for the molecular components of this study (Fig. 1),
parental transcriptomes were obtained by sequencing RNA from the flower buds. Young
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flower bud tissue was collected in liquid nitrogen and RNA extracted with the RNAeasy
mini RNA isolation kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Library
preparation and sequencing on the Illumina HiSeq2000 platform was performed in the
same manner as with the endosperm samples as explained below.
For the endosperm transcriptomes, developing fruits were collected between 13 and
15 DAP and immediately placed in a fixation solution of 9:1 ethanol:acetic acid. From
collection up to infiltration in paraffin, all the solutions were maintained cold at <4°C.
The samples were immediately transferred to a refrigerator and remained in the fixing
solution for a minimum of 24h and a maximum of 48h. During this fixing step, the
samples were submitted to a vacuum for at least 30 minutes to allow infiltration of the
fixative. The samples were then transferred to a cold (<4°C) solution of 90% ethanol and
shortly thereafter placed on a Leica embedding machine for paraffin infiltration. For
microdissection, paraffin blocks were cut on a RM2145 Leica microtome (Leica
Microsystems GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany) to 8 !m sections and mounted on nucleasefree membrane-mounted metal-frame slides using water. Slides were dried on a heating
table at 42°C for a maximum of two hours. The samples were deparaffinized in xylol at
room temperature in two fifteen-minute washes. To isolate endosperm tissue for RNA
sequencing we followed the protocol described in Schmid et al. (2012). In brief, Laser
Assisted Microdissection (LAM) was performed using a mmi CellCut Plus device (MMI
Molecular Machines & Industries AG, Glattbrugg, Switzerland; Fig. 2).
Endosperms and embryos were collected separately using MMI isolation caps and
extraction was performed immediately or within 24 hours; in the latter case, the caps
were stored at –80°C. Details of the number of slices that were lasered, the number of
different collection dates sampled and other details of sample collection can be found in
Table 1. For each replicate, several seeds contained in various fruits from at least two
independent pollination events were lasered (Table 1, reference number). RNA was
extracted immediately after lasering using the Applied Biosystems® Arcturus®
PicoPure® RNA Isolation Kit (ref. KIT0204) according to the manufacturer’s directions.
The quality and quantity of total RNA was assessed with Agilent Bioanalyzer pico chips.
RNA that showed clear ribosomal peaks was used for library preparation. We used a
minimum of 82 ng RNA for preparing each library, an amount reached by pooling
separate extracts (Table 1).
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Figure 1. Crossing scheme and libraries per plant. Intraspecific and interspecific crosses performed. Direction of the arrows
indicates pollination direction. On the bottom are the names of the libraries prepared from material collected for a given plant.
Red: intraspecific S. peruvianum crosses; blue: intraspecific S. chilense crosses; purple: interspecific crosses; orange: embryo tissue
collected; green: test of LAM performance. See text for details.
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Figure 2. Laser assisted microdissection (LAM). Photographs showing the lasering out
of embryo and endosperm from a S. peruvianum seed slice of plant LA1616A (15 DAP).
Left: undissected seed; center: embryo in early globular stage has been dissected from
the seed; right: after endosperm has been dissected from the seed.
For each library from 200 up to 700 slices of endosperm were used (Table 1). The
libraries were prepared with the Illumina TruSeq RNA Sample Preparation Kits v2
following the manufacturer’s instructions. Libraries were sequenced on three lanes of the
Illumina HiSeq2000 platform at the Functional Genomics Center Zurich, generating 100bp single-end reads. The first lane consisted of the within-species crosses of S.
peruvianum, that is, two replicates of endosperm libraries of each plant LA1616A and
LA1616J and two replicates of embryo libraries from plant 1616J (a total of six libraries
in one lane). The second lane consisted of four hybrid libraries, two from each plant,
LA1616A and LA4329B, and the four within-species libraries of S. chilense from plants
LA4329B and LA4329K. The second lane therefore consisted of eight libraries, four
from hybrid endosperms and four from within-species normally developing endosperms.
The third lane consisted of the two parental libraries from the plants of the cohort of
2011, LA1616J and LA4329K. Transcriptomic data for the plants of the 2010 cohort,
LA1616A and LA4329B was already produced. In addition, the third lane also contained
four libraries that were designed as a test in which we aimed to determine the effect of
the laser dissection procedure on gene expression estimates. We prepared two libraries
from seeds and maternal tissue manually dissected from fresh fruits that were
immediately placed in liquid nitrogen, as an ideal protocol in which the integrity of the
RNA is preserved, and another two libraries were prepared from seeds and seed coat
tissue that were laser-microdissected. These tests therefore consisted of four libraries:
two laser-dissected and two from tissue collected in liquid nitrogen.
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Table 1. Details of sample collection and library composition.
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Bioinformatic analyses
The number of reads and quality per library were reviewed upon data arrival. Adapters
were removed from the reads with the cutadapt program (Martin 2011). Quality filtering
was performed with the ConDeTri program (Smeds & Künster 2011). The tuxedo
pipeline that includes TopHat, Cuffdiff and Cufflinks (Trapnell et al. 2012) was used for
the assembly of reads, mapping to the reference genome and test of differential
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expression in different comparisons (for details see Fig. 3). RNA-seq quality-filtered
reads for each library were mapped using TopHat version 1.4.0 (Trapnell et al. 2010).
Mapping was done against the International Tomato Annotation Group (ITAG) Release
2.3 tomato reference genome sequence downloaded via the Sol Genomics Network ftp
site (ftp://ftp.sgn.cornell.edu/genomes/). A maximum of six mismatches were allowed
between reads and the reference. Reads that mapped to more than one position in the
genome were discarded.
Figure 3 shows the main analyses that were performed with the mapped data. In
Chapter 2 we will present the detailed methods and analyses of allele-specific expression
(ASE) (Fig. 3, left). In Chapter 3 we performed differential gene expression analyses
(Fig. 3, right).

Figure 3. Overview of bioinformatics work-flow.
Downstream gene enrichment analyses were carried out using the R package topGO
(Alexa et al. 2006), using the “elim” algorithm. In all cases, the background data set of
genes used as a reference was a subset of the total list of genes (19,662) with gene
ontology (GO) category assigned and found in the Sol Genomics Network ftp site
(ftp://ftp.sgn.cornell.edu/genomes/). The subset was composed of 12,007 genes that were
found expressed in the seed compartments that were used in this study and that had GO
term assignments. This implies that many genes that were recovered as expressed in seed
compartments lack GO term assignments. We used a subset of the total because we
aimed to detect the enriched GO terms under different conditions in the endosperm and
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not the enriched GO terms of the endosperm expression atlas compared to the whole
tomato genome. For all cases, we report significantly enriched GO terms for each
category with p-value <0.05 (cellular component: CC; molecular function: MF;
biological process: BP).

Main Objectives and Research Questions
The focus of this dissertation is on strong postzygotic isolation barriers in wild tomatoes.
Emphasizing the S. peruvianum–S. chilense cross, we molecularly characterize the
effects of hybrid seed failure on changes in gene expression levels and ASE. We first
assessed the crossing properties between wild tomato species of the peruvianum complex
and investigated details of seed development in intra- and interspecific crosses between
S. peruvianum and S. chilense (Chapter 1). Using the RNAseq technique, we compared
the endosperm transcriptomes of viable intraspecific seeds and hybrid-inviable
interspecific seeds in reciprocal S. peruvianum–S. chilense crosses. We were able to
estimate ASE and with these estimates calculated maternal proportions of total
expression for thousands of genes, and assessed genomic imprinting in the endosperm
and its disturbance in hybrid crosses (Chapter 2). In light of these results, we then
proceeded to analyze patterns of differential gene expression between within-species and
hybrid crosses (Chapter 3).
The main research goals were the following:
1. Reassess the postzygotic isolation barriers between species of wild tomatoes.
2. Describe the timelime of development of wild tomato seeds and the
developmental differences between viable and inviable tomato seeds.
3. Identify and catalog exclusively expressed genes in the different seed
compartments.
4. Identify and catalog differentially expressed genes between the endosperms of
viable intraspecific seeds and inviable interpecific seeds in reciprocal S.
peruvianum–S. chilense crosses.
5. Identify and catalog imprinted genes in the endosperm of wild tomatoes.
6. Characterize and describe the disturbance of parent-of-origin-specific expression
in endosperms from hybrid seeds.
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Abstract

Hybrid seed failure represents an important postzygotic barrier to interbreeding
among species of wild tomatoes (Solanum section Lycopersicon) and many other
angiosperm groups. By performing hundreds of crosses within and between the four
nominal wild tomato species Solanum chilense, S. peruvianum, S. corneliomulleri and
S. arcanum, we reassessed the strength and nature of some of the interspecific
postzygotic barriers investigated by Charles Rick in the 20th century. Our data on the
proportions and total numbers of viable and inviable (aborted) seeds broadly agree
with Rick’s earlier findings and distinguish “strong” and “weak” postzygotic barriers,
depending on the entities being assessed. In addition, we histologically analyzed the
morphology and early development of seed components in intraspecific and hybrid
crosses using S. peruvianum and S. chilense. Although closely related, hybrid crosses
between these two species yield very high proportions of inviable seeds due to
endosperm failure and arrested embryo development. Moreover, our developmental
analyses suggest that maternal tissues contribute to the markedly larger seed size in
hybrid crosses with S. chilense plants in the maternal role. Finally, we analyzed fruit
size variation (used as a proxy for seed size) for all intra- and interspecific cross
types. Consistently, hybrid fruits on S. chilense seed parents are larger than hybrid
fruits of the reciprocal crosses, i.e. they exhibit a ‘paternal-excess’ phenotype; this is
consistent with historically lower levels of parental conflict in S. chilense under the
assumptions of the kinship theory of genomic imprinting.
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Introduction
Fundamentals of seed development
The seed is the angiosperm end-product of sexual reproduction, formed by the products
of the double fertilization process: endosperm and embryo and of the surrounding
maternal tissues (Fig. 1D and Fig. 2). It is in the ovules in the ovaries of flowers where
double fertilization occurs. Double fertilization is a process exclusive to angiosperms and
is the union of the female megagametophyte (composed of central cell, egg cell, and
other accessory cells) with the sperm cells that are part of the microgametophyte
(composed of sperm cells and vegetative cell).

Figure 1. Double Fertilization. See text for details. Slightly modified from Coe (2001).
Double fertilization begins when pollen grains come into contact with the stigma in
the flower (Fig. 1A) and forms a tube that penetrates the stigma and travels through the
style to the ovary until it reaches the ovule. Many pollen grains make this journey in a
given flower fertilizing most of the ovules in an ovary. The pollen grain penetrates the
ovule through the micropile side of the ovule, and once in the ovule it releases two sperm
cells in the female gametophyte (Fig. 1B). One of the sperm nuclei fuses with the egg
cell to form the diploid embryo and the other fuses with the central cell to form a triploid
endosperm (Fig. 1C).
Solanum endosperm development is cellular (Briggs 1993; Lester & Kang 1998;
Fig. 2), that is, mitotic divisions of developing endosperm are immediately followed by
cytokinesis, i.e. there is no free-nucleate or coenocytic phase like in Arabidopsis seeds.
In contrast to the endosperm of Oryza and maize that continues its growth until seed
maturity, the endosperm of Solanum is consumed by the embryo during its development.
Fully mature tomato seeds thus lack endosperm. A clear layer of maternal origin is
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distinguishable between seed coat and endosperm in Solanum seeds (Fig. 2). This layer,
the nucellus, is the maternal transfer layer that feeds the endosperm (Briggs 1996;
Lombardi et al. 2012). In the same manner that the endosperm is a terminal tissue
existing only to ensure embryo development, the cells of the nucellus suffer a
degenerative process as the cellular endosperm expands and the embryo develops. Fully
mature seeds in tomato have no remnants of nucellus or endosperm.

Figure 2. Basic seed morphology. Seed parts in the S. peruvianum
seed at 15 Days After Pollination (DAP) (plant LA1616A).

Previous studies on hybrid seed failure
There are well-characterized cases of hybrid seed failure documented between diploid
species of Arabidopsis (Josefsson et al. 2006; Walia et al. 2009; Burkart-Waco et al.
2013) and members of the Solanaceae (Cooper & Brink 1940; Beamish 1955; Rick &
Lamm 1955; Rick 1963, 1986; Lester & Kang 1998; Shivaprasad et al. 2012), as well as
for interploidy crosses in Solanum, Arabidopsis and other plant groups (Cooper & Brink
1945; Ortiz & Ehlenfeldt 1992; Dilkes et al. 2008; Jullien & Berger 2010; Lu et al.
2012). The described developmental defects are essentially equivalent, whether
following interspecific crosses among species of the same ploidy or following
intraspecific crosses between plants of different ploidy. Specifically, following
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successful double fertilization, growth of the endosperm quickly shows aberrant features
and eventually results in collapse of the entire seed (Cooper & Brink 1940; Brink &
Cooper 1941). Based on morphological observations throughout the critical period of
endosperm and embryo development, it was concluded that the normal function of the
endosperm to supply nutrients to the developing embryo is compromised, resulting in
embryo and seed abortion (Cooper & Brink 1940, 1945; Brink & Cooper 1941).

Seed size variation in hybrids
Interploidy and interspecies crosses disrupt the genome balance in endosperm and alter
seed size (Köhler & Kradolfer 2011; Wolf et al. 2014). The endosperm and seed size is
critical to the fitness of plants (Moore & Haig 1991). Seed size is important to crop
domestication and is affected by the balance of maternal and paternal genomes in the
endosperm (Lu et al. 2012; Willi 2013). Seed size is determined by the interaction of
endosperm expansion and seed coat growth (Haig 2014), and differences in seed size
have been reported for many reciprocal interspecific or interploidy crosses (Rick 1963;
Lu et al. 2012; Willi 2013). Such differences in seed size in reciprocal hybrid crosses
have widely been attributed to parental genome conflict (Brandvain & Haig 2005).
Populations with independent evolutionary histories are predicted to produce
complementary phenotypes that differ on either side of the midparental mean (Haig &
Westoby 1991). This pattern of hybrid-complementary-phenotype is also observed in
mammals of the rodent genus Peromyscus in which interspecific hybridization may result
in inviable offspring whose body size is either markedly smaller or larger than normal,
depending on the directionality of the cross (Vrana et al. 1998, 2000; Feil & Berger
2007).

Wild tomato species and their crossing properties
In order to determine the crossing relationships to be used in a tomato breeding program,
Rick (1963, 1979, 1986) crossed numerous accessions of tomato species intra- and
interspecifically and found two major crossing complexes (Fig. 3). First and of less
interest for the present manuscript, the “Esculentum” complex which included mainly
self-compatible and inter-crossable species, among those the red-fruited species S.
cheesmaniae, S. galapagense, S. lycopersicum and S. pimpinellifolium, and the
pubescent, green-fruited species S. chmielewskii, S. neorickii, S. habrochaites and S.
pennellii.
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Of main interest for the present dissertation is the “Peruvianum” complex which
includes the green-fruited self-incompatible species S. chilense and S. peruvianum sensu
lato (Fig. 3). According to the interpretation at the time, the latter consisted of an
assembly of several races. Rick (1963, 1986) recognized 40 races of S. peruvianum s.l.
and he proposed that strict gametophytic self-incompatibility and geographic isolation
drove differentiation among the S. peruvianum s.l. races (Rick 1986). Hybridization trials
showed an almost complete reproductive barrier between the then-variety “humifusum”,
now belonging to S. arcanum (Peralta et al. 2005, 2008; Fig. 3), a species in the
Jequetepeque River basin in northwest Peru, and most of the other S. peruvianum s.l.
populations. Nevertheless, due to the existence of some “bridging” accessions located in
northern Peru reproductive isolation was not complete (Rick 1963, 1986). Studies of
additional collections and crosses of northern populations of S. peruvianum s.l. allowed
Rick (1986) to identify four groups of races that were isolated by reproductive barriers,
some of which we aim to revisit. Three groups of races occur in northern Peru: the
Chamaya-Cuvita group of races, the Marañón group of races, and the ChotanoHumifusum group of races. The fourth group of races comprise all the remaining races of
S. peruvianum s.l. from central and southern Peru, now divided into S. peruvianum sensu
stricto and S. corneliomulleri (Peralta et al. 2008).

Figure 3. History of the taxonomy of wild tomatoes. Slightly modified from Peralta et al.
(2008).
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Rick & Lamm (1955) recognized S. chilense as a separate species, based on its
morphology, geographic distribution and crossing properties. Regarding the isolation
barriers, they reported a strong postzygotic barrier with S. peruvianum s.l.. There was no
prezygotic barrier between the species, as pollinations were successful and fruits
developed but with a high proportion (95-100%) of defective F1 seeds. Rick & Lamm
(1955) reported a rather soft kind of postzygotic barrier between S. chilense and what is
now regarded as S. arcanum var. humifusum, as crosses between these two species
yielded a certain proportion of viable seeds giving rise to fertile vigorous hybrids, but
with a high level of pollen sterility encountered in the F2 generation.
Considering the aforementioned role of postzygotic barriers in maintaining
reproductive isolation between species of wild tomatoes, our aim was to further
characterize and reassess these barriers and by doing so gain insight into how their
establishment shaped the evolution of the tomato clade. We describe differences in fruit
size and discuss the results in the light of parental genome conflict (Haig & Westoby
1991; Brandvain & Haig 2005; Haig 2014). We characterize and discuss the levels of
(viable) seed set and postzygotic reproductive isolation among different cross types: i) Of
major interest for the present study is the strong barrier between S. peruvianum s.s. and S.
chilense reported by Rick & Lamm (1955). We revisited this case and examined the
developmental timeline of seed compartments and the morphological characteristics of
seeds. ii) We also reassessed the crossing properties described by Rick (1986) within S.
peruvianum s.l.. iii) Finally, on the other side of the spectrum of strength of reproductive
barriers, we assessed the barrier between S. chilense and the S. arcanum varieties
marañón and humifusum to examine the reportedly higher proportions of viable seeds
obtained in limited crossings between these entities (Rick 1979, 1986), observations that
were overlooked by Peralta et al. (2008).

Materials and Methods
We performed intra- and interspecific crosses in plants of our target species, namely S.
chilense, S. peruvianum, and S. arcanum varieties marañón and humifusum. Plants were
maintained in insect-free greenhouses at the Eschickon ETH station. Pollinations were
performed by manually collecting pollen from the paternal plant and immediately
transferring it to the stigmas of the maternal plant. Stigmas were completely covered
with pollen to secure enough seed production. Since all of the plants used have exserted
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stigmas and are self-incompatible, there was no need to emasculate the anther cone to
secure the specificity of pollinations. Details of the accessions used in the crossings are
provided in Supplementary Table 1. The number of viable and non-viable seeds per fruit
was counted two months after pollination (MAP) and seed viability was determined by
the presence of a fully developed embryo that had reached a coiled stage, regardless of
the size of the seed. Fruit size was also recorded. Results of seed counts and fruit size
were plotted with R (R Core Team 2014).
Histological procedures were made in order to further describe the developmental
processes leading to seed abortion. Fruits were collected at various time points during
maturation and immediately placed in a fixation solution of 9:1 ethanol:acetic acid. The
Technovit® 7100 plastic embedding system was used for embedding and blocking some
samples. In other samples, a paraffin embedding procedure was implemented following
traditional procedures (Clark 1981). Blocks were cut on a RM2145 Leica microtome
(Leica Microsystems GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany) to 10!m-thin sections and mounted on
glass slides. Staining of the structures was done using Tolouidine Blue (Sigma-Aldrich
198161) and Ruthenium Red (Sigma-Aldrich R2751). After drying of the slides, they
were covered with a few drops of Roti®-Histol (Carl Roth, 6640) and sealed with Roti®Histokitt (Carl Roth, 6638). Slides are stored and available upon request. The particular
crosses that were examined histologically involved S. chilense accession LA2750 and S.
peruvianum accession LA1616 as mother plants (Table 1). Photographs of the most
transversal cuts of each seed were taken and seed structures: embryo area, endosperm
area, nucellus width, perisperm width, endosperm width, endosperm height, seed width,
and seed height were measured with the software ImageJ (Schindelin et al. 2012).
Results were plotted with R. A detailed description of the number of seeds measured per
cross type and DAP are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Number of seeds measured in histological descriptions of seed development.
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Results
A summary of our crossing results is presented in Table 2. We detailed the number of
unique plants and unique cross combinations that were performed in intra- and
interspecific crosses in each direction of reciprocal crosses. Furthermore, we provide the
total number of fruits and seeds that were counted for each case. Specific analyses of the
interbreeding properties for all species pairs examined is presented next.
Table 2. Summary of controlled pollinations of intraspecific and interspecific crosses,
and overview of results on seed set, seed viability, and fruit size.
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S. peruvianum – S. corneliomulleri
Results are depicted in Figure 4. Our crosses between these two nominal species revealed
no evidence for postzygotic reproductive isolation, with most of the seeds recovered 2
MAP being viable. There is, however, a striking difference in fruit size between both
species with fruits being on average 9.5 mm in diameter when S. corneliomulleri serves
in the maternal role vs. 14.1 mm when S. peruvianum is in the maternal role.!
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S. peruvianum – S. chilense
Results are depicted in Figure 5. Our crosses revealed a strong barrier separating these
two species with hardly any viable seeds produced in these between-species crosses.
There are differences in fruit size in the reciprocal between-species crosses, with fruits
being larger when S. chilense plants serve as the maternal parent (average fruit size 11.4
mm) than when S. peruvianum plants are the maternal parent (average fruit size 8.4 mm).

S. corneliomulleri – S. chilense
Results are depicted in Figure 6. Resembling the behavior of the S. chilense – S.
peruvianum cross, this between-species cross produced zero viable seeds. Likewise, a
striking difference in fruit size in reciprocal crosses is evident, with fruits being smaller
when S. corneliomulleri plants serve as the maternal parent (average fruit size 5.4 mm)
than when S. chilense plants are the maternal parent (average fruit size 11.7 mm).

S. arcanum var. marañón – S. arcanum var. humifusum
Results are depicted in Figure 7. We observed a strong barrier between these two
varieties within the nominal species S. arcanum. There are differences in fruit size in
reciprocal crosses between both varieties, with fruits being larger when S. arcanum var.
marañón plants serve as the maternal parent (average fruit size 10.2 mm) than when S.
arcanum var. humifusum plants are the maternal parent (average fruit size 7.9 mm).

S. arcanum varieties and their crossing properties with S. chilense
Results are depicted in Figure 8. We observed an intermediate proportion of viable seeds
from interspecific crosses between S. arcanum varieties and S. chilense. The proportion
of viable seeds is lower involving plants of S. arcanum var. humifusum (26.6%), but still
well above the proportion of viable seeds obtained in hybrid crosses of S. peruvianum –
S. chilense. The viable seed output in between-species crosses of S. chilense and S.
arcanum var. marañón is somewhat below that of within-species crosses for both
species, particularly when accessions of S. arcanum var. marañón serve as maternal
parents (78.2% viable seeds; Fig. 8C). Regarding differences in fruit size, the S. arcanum
varieties resemble fruit-size patterns in S. peruvianum and S. corneliomulleri. Fruits are
larger when S. chilense plants serve as the maternal parent, displaying average fruit sizes
of 11.4 and 10.1 mm versus 8.4 and 9.4 mm when S. arcanum var. humifusum and S.
arcanum var. marañón, respectively, are in the maternal role.
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Figure 4. Summary of crossing properties between S. peruvianum (peru) and S. corneliomulleri (corn) A) Box plot of total number of seeds
per fruit. B) Box plot of number of viable seeds per fruit. C) Bar plot comparing average of total (dark grey) and viable (light grey) seeds per
fruit. D) Boxplot of fruit size. x axis = cross type. Number of fruits from which seed count and fruit size was recorded is shown on top of the
boxes. In the box plots, the dark horizontal line in each box refers to the median, and 50% of the measurements are within the boxes. Upper
and lower whiskers denote the maximum and minimum values excluding outliers. Outliers are defined as values larger or smaller than 3/2 of
the upper and lower quartiles and are shown as open circles. Dark boxes denote within-species crosses and lighter boxes denote hybrid
crosses. Details of accessions used are in Supplementary Table 1.

Figure 5. Summary of crossing properties between S. peruvianum (peru) and S. chilense (chil). Conventions follow those of Figure 4.
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Figure 6. Summary of crossing properties between S. corneliomulleri (corn) and S. chilense (chil). Conventions follow those of Figure 4.

Figure 7. Summary of crossing properties between S. arcanun var. marañón (mara) and S. arcanum var. humifusum (humi).
Conventions follow those of Figure 4.
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Figure 8. Summary of crossing properties between S. arcanum varieties and S. chilense. Conventions follow those of Figure 4.

Seed development in the S. peruvianum – S. chilense cross
We observed a clear pattern of reciprocal differences in fruit and seed size (Fig. 5D, Figs.
9, 10). Fruits and seeds were smaller in the hybrid cases with S. peruvianum in the
maternal role. For the particular accessions used, the development on the S. chilense
plant was faster than on the S. peruvianum plant (Figs. 10, 11). In all observed wild
tomato seeds from within-species crosses, endosperm growth preceded embryo
development and was halted ca. two weeks after pollination, at which time the embryo
became easily distinguishable in early and late globular stages (personal observation
from cleared samples, and see Figs. 10, 11D). Embryo growth was arrested early in
between-species crosses (Fig. 11D). At 17 DAP after pollination the endosperm volume
started to decrease in within-species seeds of S. chilense (Fig. 12A). This decrease in
endosperm mass is surely a result of nutrient uptake by the embryo. Indeed, mature wild
tomato seeds are solely composed of the fully developed embryo with no endosperm
remnants being visible (see mature seeds in Fig. 9). In comparison to normal (withinspecies) seeds, endosperm development in hybrid seeds is diminished; hybrid endosperm
never reached the dimensions of the within-species endosperms (Figs. 10, 11B).
The relatively larger seed size of S. chilense hybrid seeds (relative to those of S.
peruvianum) was shown to be a synergistic effect of the continuous growth of endosperm
and maternal integumentary tissues: the nucellus and perisperm (Fig. 12). In normal
intraspecific crosses, we observed a constant integument growth up to a maximum time
point of 17 DAP, after which its size started to decrease (Fig. 12A). This is probably
correlated with progressive development of the embryo that takes up nutrients from the
endosperm, which also decreased in size at 17 DAP in intraspecific S. chilense crosses
(Fig. 11A). In contrast, in interspecific hybrid seeds we observed a continued growth of
perisperm up to the latest time point sampled (Fig. 12B, C). In S. chilense plants,
perisperm width was larger in hybrid seeds than in normal seeds from intraspecific
crosses (Figs. 10, 12). As a maternal tissue, the nucellus followed the development of the
seed coat by reaching a maximum size after 17 DAP and then starting to disappear as
development of the embryo progressed, resembling the trajectory of the endosperm. In S.
chilense, nucellus width was larger in hybrid seeds compared to normal seeds from
intraspecific crosses (Figs. 10, 12C, D). These observations on perisperm development
show a contribution of maternal tissues in the increased S. chilense hybrid seed size
between reciprocal S. chilense – S. peruvianum interspecific crosses.
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Figure 9. Seed size variation in seeds from intra- and interspecific crosses
involving S. peruvianum and S. chilense. From left to right, characteristic
seeds are shown for “sib” plants of LA4329 (S. chilense), hybrid crosses
with LA1616 plants (S. peruvianum) as pollen donors, hybrid crosses with
LA4329 plants as pollen donors, and among “sib” plants of LA1616. The
scale bar represents 3 mm.
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Figure 10. Histological details of developing seed components at 16 (top row) and 21 (bottom row) DAP. The left (S. chilense) and right (S.
peruvianum) columns show well-developed embryos and endosperm in within-species crosses, while the two central columns highlight
anomalous endosperm development and remnants of embryos in the two reciprocal F1 hybrid seeds. e: embryo, en: endosperm, n: nucellus,
pe: perisperm, * 100 !m scale bar, all others are 200 !m in length. Note the differences in sizes of seeds and seed compartments of the
reciprocal between-species crosses. Plants used are detailed in Table 1.
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Figure 11. Comparison of endosperm and embryo dimensions during seed development
in within-species (A and C) and between-species (B and D) crosses of S. peruvianum and
S. chilense. A and B) endosperm area, C and D) embryo area. Measurements are from 4
DAP to 21 DAP (x axis). Red (S. chilense) and purple (S. peruvianum) lines represent
measurements performed on intraspecific crosses. Blue (S. peruvianum) and green (S.
chilense) lines represent measurements on hybrid seeds. Specific details on the plants
used and the number of observations per time point are provided in Table 1.
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Figure 12. Comparison of perisperm dimensions during seed development in withinspecies (A and C) and between-species (B and D) crosses of S. peruvianum and S.
chilense. A and B) seed coat width, C and D) nucellus width. Measurements are from 4
DAP to 21 DAP (x axis). Red (S. chilense) and purple (S. peruvianum) lines represent
measurements performed on intraspecific crosses. Blue (S. peruvianum) and green (S.
chilense) lines represent measurements on hybrid seeds. Specific details on the plants
used and the number of observations per time point are provided in Table 1.
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Discussion
Our crossing results confirmed the existence of strong postzygotic isolation barriers
between S. peruvianum – S. chilense, S. corneliomulleri – S. chilense, and between S.
arcanum humifusum – S. arcanum var. marañón. We documented a weaker barrier
between S. chilense and S. arcanum var. marañón and did not find any measurable
postzygotic barrier for crosses between the nominal species S. corneliomulleri and S.
peruvianum. Next, the implications of these results will be discussed.

Strong versus soft barrier
In view of our crossing results, we find it useful to distinguish between a strong
postzygotic barrier, that is, a cross between two plants that produces fruits that have zero
or close to zero viable seeds (Figs. 5–7), and a weak postzygotic barrier, that is, a cross
in which a certain number of viable seeds are produced but seed set is clearly below the
average within-population seed set. In all the interspecific crosses performed, we found
plants that exhibited a strong barrier with practically zero production of viable seeds. A
weaker barrier was found exclusively involving S. arcanum varieties cross-pollinated
with S. chilense (Fig. 8B, C). In some of these crosses, fruits containing viable seeds with
a proportion of inviable seeds are produced. On average, viable seed number in
interspecific crosses with a weak postzygotic barrier is lower than the average for
intraspecific crosses, evidencing a reduction in fitness. Some of these seeds possess
embryos that had reached its terminal development presenting a coiled shape, but were
evidently misdeveloped; their sizes varied and generally were smaller than those that
were recovered from intraspecific crosses with the same parental plants (AMFR, personal
observation). Whether the embryo and the plant that would develop from the seeds
produced in these particular crosses could be viable and fertile is still an open question.
Rick & Lamm (1955) explored the viability of hybrid plants from crosses that showed a
weak barrier as described here. These weak-barrier crosses involved plants from S.
arcanum var. humifusum and S. chilense. Although the hybrid plants developed well,
Rick & Lamm (1955) found a high level of pollen sterility in the F2. This shows that
despite avoiding the seed failure characteristic of a strong postzygotic barrier,
incompatibilities manifested in later-generation plants.
The variation in the strength of postzygotic barriers that is being distinguished in
this chapter is not restricted to wild tomatoes but has been reported for other members of
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the family Solanaceae. Lester & Kang (1998) detailed intraspecific crosses involving
primitive and advanced cultivars of the eggplant S. melongena and the closely related
wild species S. campylacanthum and S. incanum. Interestingly, the barriers between these
species follow a “gradation” trend with barriers being weaker in crosses involving
cultivated varieties of S. melongena which produce higher viable seed output than
crosses involving the undomesticated wild species S. campylacanthum and S. incanum.
The gradation in the barrier also follows a geographic trend from Africa (strong barriers
– wild species) to Eurasia (weaker barriers – domesticated varieties). Likewise, in the
genus Nicotiana there are differences in the strength of the barrier with the N. rustica !
N. tabacum cross showing a weaker barrier than the N. rustica ! N. glutinosa cross. This
pattern of “gradation” of the strength of postzygotic barriers between species pairs in
Solanaceae outside the wild tomato clade suggests a heterogeneous accumulation of
hybrid incompatibilities among species of the family.

Seed development and hybrid seed failure in Solanaceae
There are many vintage studies describing seed development in the Solanaceae (Cooper
& Brink 1940; Brink & Cooper 1941; Beamish 1955; Dnyansagar & Cooper 1960;
Segeren et al. 1993; Lester & Kang 1998). All these studies report the cellular type of
development of the endosperm as typical in Solanaceae. The morphological features of
hybrid seed failure that we observed in hybrid seeds in the S. peruvianum – S. chilense
reciprocal interspecies cross resemble the results found in other Solanaceae interspecies
crosses that show hybrid seed failure (Cooper & Brink 1940; Brink & Cooper 1941;
Beamish 1955; Dnyansagar & Cooper 1960; Segeren et al. 1993; Lester & Kang 1998).
A consistent pattern in these studies is a clear postzygotic barrier, i.e. with evidence of
successful fertilization. Hybrid seeds displayed delayed endosperm and embryo
development and embryos did not develop further than a globular stage at 15 to 20 DAP.
These microscopical observations were reported for interspecific crosses between wild
potato species (Beamish 1955), between S. lycopersicum and S. peruvianum (Segeren et
al. 1993), between Nicotiana species (Cooper & Brink 1940; Brink & Cooper 1941),
between cultivated varieties and wild relatives of the eggplant S. melongena (Lester &
Kang 1998), and between S. peruvianum and S. arcanum var. humifusum (Rick 1963). In
all of these examples, some embryos were observed at early developmental stages, but it
is unclear if the genomic composition of hybrid embryos would allow embryo rescue
techniques to effectively rescue them or if among-genome incompatibilities already
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determine their inability to grow and survive even if they were supplied with proper
nourishment in vitro.
Hybrid Nicotiana seeds show hyperplasia of the nucellus (Cooper & Brink 1940;
Brink & Cooper 1941). This result resembles the phenotype we observed in hybrid seeds
of S. chilense plants as the maternal parent, in which nucellus and seed coat have higher
dimensions than seeds from intraspecific crosses (Fig. 12). Differences in hybrid seed
development have been described in studies of interspecific crosses in Solanum. For
example, in the case of wild potatoes, crosses of S. demissum ! S. saltense and S.
demissum ! S. rybinii var. pastoense produced an endosperm that fails to differentiate
but reaches up to 200 cells and a large but undifferentiated embryo is formed. This is in
contrast to the crosses of S. demissum ! S. cardiophyllum var. endoiodandrum and S.
demissum ! S. pinnatisectum, in which the endosperm remains restricted to a maximum
of 20 cells and the embryo never develops. The only study performing reciprocal
interspecific crosses was that of Rick (1963) between S. peruvianum and S. arcanum var.
humifusum. The S. peruvianum plant used in that study had the same hybrid seed
phenotype that we found in the S. peruvianum – S. chilense reciprocal interspecific
crosses (Figs. 5D, 9, 10), displaying smaller seeds than in the reciprocal cross with S.
arcanum var. humifusum in the maternal role (Rick 1963).

Seed size variation among reciprocal crosses
We observed differences between fruit size and posit that this pattern reflects seed size
variation. That is in fact the case with the S. peruvianum – S. chilense crosses in which
we did examine seed size through histology (Figs. 10–12) and detailed observations (Fig.
9). We found that increased fruit size in reciprocal hybrid crosses when S. chilense plants
are in the maternal role (Fig. 5) is in correspondence with an increased seed size (Figs. 9–
12). Our results of hybrid seed size show a pattern congruent with the expectations
developed by Haig and Westoby (1991), in which populations with independent
evolutionary histories are predicted to produce complementary phenotypes. The sizes of
the fruits obtained in interspecies crosses of S. peruvianum – S. chilense, S.
cornelionulleri – S. chilense, and S arcanum varieties – S. chilense always show larger
fruit sizes when S. chilense plants are in the maternal role (Figs. 5, 6, 8D). Haig and
Westoby (1991) classified hybrid seed development as showing maternal or paternal
excess. Paternal excess is characterized by unusually large growth of the endosperm,
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hypothesized to be due to paternal forces enhancing the nutrient-acquiring activity of the
endosperm. In contrast, maternal-excess seeds develop smaller seed size due to reduced
resource acquisition by the endosperm. Therefore, seeds showing paternal excess are
larger than the ones showing maternal excess. In light of our results of fruit size that we
extrapolate to seed size, we can anticipate that most of the crosses of the complex of S.
peruvianum s.l. (Fig. 1), including S. peruvianum s.s., S. corneliomulleri and S. arcanum
varieties, produce seeds with a maternal-excess phenotype when pollinated with pollen
by S. chilense individuals. This maternal-excess phenotype as predicted by Haig and
Westoby (1991) may be tied to increased maternal proportion of gene expression in the
endosperm. We provide evidence of an increased maternal proportion in gene expression
in hybrid seeds in both directions of the reciprocal S. peruvianum – S. chilense cross (see
Chapter 2), but further work is needed to test these predictions in other species of the
peruvianum s.l. complex when crossed to S. chilense.
The pattern described above is mostly restricted to cases of a strong barrier but a
striking difference in fruit/seed size outcome was also found for crosses not characterized
by noticeable postzygotic isolation, i.e. S. peruvianum – S. corneliomulleri in which a
larger fruit size was found when the mother plant was from S. peruvianum (Fig. 4D).
This case is fundamentally different from the case of hybrid crosses of S. peruvianum s.l.
and S. chilense because the former cross produces viable seeds (Fig. 4B). A possible
explanation for this pattern of reciprocally complementary fruit/seed size differences is
explained by the weak inbreeder/strong outbreeder (WISO) hypothesis of Brandvain &
Haig (2005). This hypothesis is based on the expectation that parental conflicts should
vary depending on the mating system, with outcrossers having evolved stronger conflicts
than selfers. The expectation would be that a maternal-excess phenotype (smaller seeds)
should be found in hybrid seeds when the outcrosser is the seed parent, and a paternalexcess (larger seeds) should be found in the reciprocal cross (Brandvain & Haig 2005).
Although the accessions we used for the crosses between these two species are all
allogamous (Supplementary Table 1), the WISO hypothesis allows us to hypothesize that
parental conflict is historically higher in S. corneliomulleri than in S. peruvianum, and
higher in all members of S. peruvianum s.l. than in S. chilense. Put another way, S.
chilense may have the lowest level of parental conflict and therefore always shows a
paternal-excess phenotype (larger seeds) in the maternal role of interspecific crosses.
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Taxonomic relationships in Solanum section Lycopersicon
In general, our crossing results confirm all the crossing patterns that were found in the
classical work of Charles Rick (1963, 1986) with respect to the species of interest in this
study. The status of S. corneliomulleri as a separate species from S. peruvianum (Peralta
et al. 2008) is challenged by our crossing results. Rick refused to recognize it as a
separate species due to his strict acceptance of the Biological Species Concept (Rick
1963). Indeed, there is no postzygotic reproductive isolation between the two nominal
species (Fig. 4). These results are in agreement with the hybridization tests of Rick
(1963) from which he argued that despite the “morphological gradations” between S.
peruvianum and S. corneliomulleri, species rank for S. corneliomulleri was not justified
due to the complete compatibility and high fertility of the hybrids (Rick 1963).
Furthermore, a population genomic analysis (Paris et al., in prep.) showed no genomic
differentiation between the two nominal species. The cohesiveness of these two entities
is further supported by their crossing behavior with S. chilense; S. corneliomulleri also
exhibits the almost complete postzygotic barrier with S. chilense (Fig. 6A–C) and the
pattern of reciprocal differences in fruit size (Fig. 6D) is the same as that observed with
S. peruvianum, with fruits larger when the mother plant is from S. chilense (Figs. 5, 6D).
Rick (1986) already identified the strong postzygotic barrier separating S. arcanum
var. humifusum and S. arcanum var. marañón. We confirm the existence of this barrier
(Fig. 7). The fact that S. arcanum was split into four assemblages by Peralta et al. (2008)
attests to the degree of morphological variation within this nominal species. Further
research on the population genomics of the species discussed will shed light on the
taxonomic status of these entities (Paris et al., in prep.).
With regard to the weak barrier between plants of S. arcanum and S. chilense, we
confirmed the preliminary results discussed by Rick (1986). We contribute to the
assessment of this weak barrier by increasing the number of plants involved in these
crossings (Fig. 8), given that Rick (1986) used only two S. chilense plants for studying
the S. chilense – S. arcanum var. marañón interspecific cross. Since Rick & Lamm
(1955) found a high level of pollen sterility in the F2 involving hybrids of S. arcanum
var. humifusum and S. chilense, it would be of interest to assess the viability of these
hybrid seeds produced in interspecific crosses; if plants successfully germinate it would
be suitable to check their pollen viability and crossing properties.
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Abstract
This study investigates genomic imprinting and its perturbation in hybrid seed failure,
an important postzygotic barrier to interbreeding among species of wild tomatoes
(Solanum section Lycopersicon). Our work is based on a common data set obtained
by sequencing the endosperm transcriptomes of developing seeds representing the
fertilization products of both intra- and interspecific pollinations, using two plants
each of S. chilense and S. peruvianum. Endosperm tissue was laser-microdissected
from seeds 14-15 days after pollination and the extracted total RNA was sequenced
on the Illumina HiSeq2000 platform. To estimate parent-of-origin-specific
expression, we implemented a novel approach using both homozygous and
heterozygous nucleotide differences between the two parents. We thus identified
candidate imprinted genes in the normally developing endosperms of both species and
found common imprinted genes among them. In agreement with previous studies, we
found little overlap in the identities of imprinted genes with those of other plant
species. The functional annotation of candidate imprinted genes in wild tomatoes
sheds light on the evolutionary origin and maintenance of genomic imprinting in the
endosperm: in particular, we found support for the cytonuclear interactions and
coadaptation of gene expression models for the evolution of imprinting. Importantly,
we uncovered systematic shifts of the ‘normal’ (intraspecific) maternal:paternal
transcript proportions in hybrid endosperms; the average maternal proportion of gene
expression increases in both directions of the hybrid cross but is strongly negatively
correlated with ‘normal’ maternal proportions. This genome-wide shift almost
entirely eliminates imprinted paternal gene expression in hybrid endosperms but also
affects maternally expressed imprinted genes (which on average shift to lower
maternal proportions) and all other genes. We posit that repressive mechanisms that
are normally regulating transcription in the endosperm are compromised in hybrid
endosperms and thus may contribute to hybrid seed failure in wild tomatoes.
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Introduction
Genomic imprinting is an epigenetic phenomenon present in plants and mammals and
refers to allele-specific expression that depends on whether the allele was inherited via
the female or the male parent. Because there is no change in the DNA sequence of the
alleles but rather a difference in their expression patterns depending on the gamete that
transmits it, genomic imprinting is an epigenetic parent-of-origin–dependent effect.
Genomic imprinting is conveyed by an epigenetic mark, i.e. the “imprint”. At least in
mammals, the imprint is set post-meiotically on the target allele either during female or
male gametogenesis (Köhler & Weinhofer-Molisch 2010). The imprint is interpreted and
maintained during development and responsible for the differential allelic expression
levels between maternally and paternally derived alleles at the imprinted locus (Raissig et
al. 2011).
In plants, imprinting is most prevalent in the triploid endosperm, being critical for
its proper development (Gutierrez-Marcos et al. 2003; Raissig et al. 2011). Interploidy
crosses result in large effects on endosperm size in plants (Ortiz & Ehlenfeldt 1992;
Birchler 1993; Scott et al. 1998; Jullien & Berger 2010), indicating that parent-of-origin–
dependent gene expression and the resulting sensitivity to genome dosage mainly occur
in the endosperm. Since the advent of Next-Generation-Sequencing (NGS) technologies
it has become possible to assess entire endosperm transcriptomes for evidence of
imprinting. The first such studies have increased our understanding of the mechanistic
and evolutionary implications of imprinting. Hundreds of genes have been identified as
candidate imprinted genes in Arabidopsis thaliana (Gehring et al. 2011; Hsieh et al.
2011; Wolff et al. 2011), rice (Luo et al. 2011), and maize (Zhang et al. 2011; Rodrigues
et al. 2013; Waters et al. 2013). In this manuscript we explore the endosperm
transcriptomes of two wild tomato species for signatures of imprinting. We then proceed
to investigate hybrid endosperm for manifestations of disturbed imprinting and other
aspects of possible misregulation.
Among the evolutionary mechanisms that have been proposed to explain the
evolution of genomic imprinting, David Haig’s conflict or kinship theory is the most
frequently invoked (Haig 2013). It states that imprinting is the result of conflicting
interests of the parents regarding the evolutionary fitness of their genes (through their
offspring). Haig & Westoby (1991) interpreted the effects on seed development of
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between-species and between-ploidy crosses in light of the kinship theory. They
predicted that reciprocal differences should occur in incompatible crosses, and that these
differences should produce complementary phenotypes that differ on either side of the
mid-parental mean (Haig & Westoby 1991; Haig 2013). Other hypotheses on the
evolution of imprinting are built on the concept of coadaptation (Wolf & Hager 2006;
Wolf 2009, 2013; Spencer & Clark 2014). In brief, uniparental effects (maternal) or
uniparental inheritance (organelle inheritance) can coadapt with uniparental gene
expression, i.e. maternal imprinting. The expectation is that genes involved in motheroffspring interactions or in cytonuclear interactions can be maternally imprinted due to a
coadaptive evolutionary history (Wolf & Hager 2006; Wolf 2009). Another theory that
seeks to explain the existence of imprinting suggests that it arose as a consequence of a
silencing mechanism targeting invading foreign DNA (Barlow 1993). The basis of this
hypothesis serves to link the evolutionary mechanisms invoked to explain the origin and
maintenance of imprinting with the molecular mechanisms underlying imprinted gene
expression. This hypothesis was inspired by the observation that foreign DNA inserts are
often silenced by methylation, the same mechanism underlying much of the silencing in
the context of genomic imprinting (Barlow 1993). The most well-known epigenetic
processes involved in the establishment of imprinting and mainly studied in the model
species A. thaliana are DNA methylation and histone modification by Polycomb
Repressive Complex 2 (FIS-PRC2) activity (Köhler et al. 2012). RNA-directed DNA
methylation (RdDM), a transcriptional regulatory mechanism, regulates imprinting at
specific loci expressed in Arabidopsis endosperm and is regulated by small interfering
(si) RNAs (Vu et al. 2013).
Previous investigations of the molecular signatures of hybrid seed failure are
restricted to Arabidopsis (Josefsson et al. 2006; Walia et al. 2009; Burkart-Waco et al.
2012, 2013). These studies have focused their analyses on differential gene expression
between normally developing and hybrid endosperms and on the patterns of gene
expression in different seed compartments (Walia et al. 2009; Burkart-Waco et al. 2012,
2013). Studies addressing the role of imprinting in hybrid seed failure have targeted the
analysis of a few known imprinted genes in Arabidopsis (Walia et al. 2009; Jullien &
Berger 2010; Kradolfer et al. 2013). To our knowledge, there are no genome-wide
assessments of parent-of-origin–specific expression in failing endosperms and
comparisons with that of viable endosperms. The study presented in this chapter
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represents the first attempt to molecularly characterize postzygotic barriers to
interbreeding in wild relatives of a crop species, and is the first time a transcriptomic
approach is employed to investigate hybrid incompatibilities in Solanum.
As discussed above, imprinting is clearly an important mechanism regulating
endosperm and seed development. Basing our investigations on the postzygotic barrier
between the wild tomato species Solanum chilense and S. peruvianum described in
Chapter 1, in this chapter we assess genomic imprinting in the endosperm of these
species. Of equal importance, we characterize the changes in parent-of-origin–specific
expression in (failing) seeds from interspecific crosses and their possible implications.
By using an RNAseq approach we were able to determine Allele-Specific Expression
(ASE) in the endosperm of wild tomatoes for thousands of genes. We determined the
identity of candidate paternally and maternally expressed genes (PEGs and MEGs), and
describe the conservedness of imprinting among the wild tomato species and with other
plant species for which imprinted genes have been assessed. Given the plausibility that
disturbance of imprinting in the endosperm contributes to hybrid seed failure between S.
peruvianum and S. chilense, we compared the ASE and imprinting patterns in normally
developing endosperms to those of failing hybrid endosperms.

Materials and Methods

!

The mapped sequence data used for the analyses in the present chapter were obtained by
the methods detailed in the General Introduction of this dissertation. For the estimation
and analysis of parent-of-origin–specific expression, the methodology is described next.

Allele-specific expression (ASE) analyses
Aligned reads were used to call variant sites in the flower bud and endosperm
transcriptomes. The mpileup command of SAMtools (Li et al. 2009) was used to call the
variant sites and its output used as an input file for the program Popoolation2 to recover
the allelic counts of major and minor alleles at each site, as implemented by the program
(Kofler et al. 2011). Using the allelic counts, we were able to estimate ASE and to
quantify, for each Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP), deviations from the 2:1
maternal:paternal proportion expected in the endosperm. Our approach is explained
below and was implemented in Python 2.7 (Fig. 1).
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The variant sites that provide information for detecting ASE are 1) the homozygote
cases, that is, reciprocally different homozygous sites, and 2) the heterozygote cases, i.e.
sites at which one parent is homozygous for a given base and the other parent is
heterozygous. Each of the three crosses has independent variant sites depending on each
parent’s genotype. We have three different parental combinations (Fig. 1 in General
Introduction): the within-species S. peruvianum case with plants LA1616A and LA1616J
as parents, the within-species S. chilense case with plants LA4329B and LA4329K as
parents, and the between-species case with plants LA1616A and LA4329B as parents.
For each of these three cases, variant sites between the parents were recovered by using
the mapped transcriptome reads obtained from flower bud tissue.
Using as raw data the allelic counts from the Popoolation2 output and a custom
Python program, we filtered homozygous and heterozygous SNPs and identified the
respective base in the parental genotypic data (Fig. 1A). First, we calculated the
proportion of the minor allele relative to the major allele for each site. We define
reciprocal homozygous sites as those in which the proportion of minor alleles (if any) is
less than 5% in both parental libraries and the major alleles (i.e. nucleotides) are different
between the parents. We infer heterozygote cases by enforcing the proportion of minor
alleles <5% in the homozygous parent and a proportion of the minor allele >40% in the
heterozygous parent (Fig. 1A). For the heterozygous cases, the bases were cataloged as
“discriminant” or “fixed.” The fixed base corresponds to the base identity of the
homozygous parent, whereas the base called discriminant is the nucleotide in the
heterozygous parent that is different from that in the homozygous parent. It is the
discriminant base that allows to estimate ASE in the heterozygote cases (see below).
After these variant sites, i.e. reciprocal homozygous and heterozygous sites were
identified in the parental libraries, we recovered the site’s genotypic frequencies from
each of the endosperm allelic counts obtained with Popoolation2 (Fig. 1B – step 1).
In order to quantify maternal proportions of overall expression, we needed to
determine the parental identity of the alternative bases at each site in the endosperm data,
that is, whether a given base in the endosperm data is of maternal or paternal origin (Fig.
1B – step 1). To determine the parental identity for homozygous SNPs is straightforward;
a base was distinguished as maternal or paternal in the endosperm data depending on the
base identity in the parental bud transcriptome. Once the parental identity of each
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reciprocally homozygous nucleotide was established, maternal and total count numbers
were obtained for each homozygous site (Fig. 1B – steps 3-4).
For the heterozygous SNPs, we inferred the maternal counts based on the
discriminant base counts, which were transformed into “computed” maternal counts (Fig.
1B – step 2). The rationale behind our computation is that any discriminant base count
recovered in the endosperms of a homozygous maternal plant must be of paternal origin.
Consequently, maternal proportion was estimated by subtracting twice the observed
proportion of the discriminant base from unity, i.e. mat. prop. = 1 – (2 * freq.discr.).
Conversely, for the endosperms obtained from a heterozygous maternal plant, maternal
proportions were estimated by doubling of the observed discriminant base frequency, i.e.
mat. prop. = 2 * freq.(discr.). We corrected for logically impossible “computed” maternal
proportions by limiting these estimates to !0 and "1. After maternal proportions were
computed, we calculated the “inferred” maternal counts for each heterozygous site by
multiplying by the total number of reads (i.e. coverage of site; Fig. 1B – step 3). Counts
of both replicates were summed and we imposed a minimum of ten reads per site in order
to retain it for further analyses (Fig. 1B – step 4). After pooling the replicates, we
proceeded to calculate per-gene maternal proportions. We summed maternal counts and
total counts across all SNP sites within each annotated gene to obtain a per-gene estimate
of maternal proportion (Fig. 1B – steps 5-6). This is equivalent to using a weighted
average of the independent per-SNP estimates within a gene. For doing so, we used the
International Tomato Annotation Group (ITAG) Release 2.3 official annotation on the
SL2.40 genome build. The files were downloaded from the Sol Genomics Network ftp
site (ftp://ftp.sgn.cornell.edu/genomes/).
Once a per-gene value was obtained for each direction of the cross, we used
thresholds for maternal proportions in reciprocal crosses to call a given gene as
potentially imprinted and consider moderately and strongly imprinted genes (Fig. 1B –
step 7), as follows: moderate MEGs !0.833, strong MEGs !0.917, moderate PEGs
"0.333 and strong PEGs "0.167 maternal proportion. These thresholds are consistent
with the expectation of a 0.666 maternal proportion of gene expression in the triploid
endosperm (2m:1p). Our “moderately” and “strongly” imprinted genes reflect greater
than two-fold and four-fold deviations, respectively, from the expected paternal/maternal
proportions.
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Figure 1. Diagram showing the pipeline implemented in our custom Python program.
A) Identification of discriminant homozygous and heterozygous sites between parents.
Proportion of minor allele (ma) enforced to define a site as homozygous or heterozygous
in the parental bud transcriptome. The discriminant base in the heterozygous case is
depicted in red. B) Recovery of discriminant sites in the endosperm transcriptomes and
their analysis up to the characterization of candidate imprinted genes. 1. Read counts at
sites identified from the parental bud transcriptome are recovered in the endosperm data.
2. In the heterozygous cases, maternal proportions are estimated by using the frequencies
of the discriminant base. 3. Maternal counts are computed. 4. Counts are added across
replicates and a threshold of 10 reads is used to retain a site for further analyses. 5. All
SNPs per gene are added across discriminant homozygous and heterozygous sites in
order to obtain per-gene counts. 6. Maternal proportions are calculated per gene. 7.
Candidate genes are identified as those exceeding our thresholds in both directions of the
reciprocal cross. See text for detailed explanations.
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Comparison of candidate imprinted genes with other systems
To determine the extent of conservation of the identified candidate imprinted genes in
other plant species, we compared them with imprinted genes in Arabidopsis thaliana
(Gehring et al. 2011; Hsieh et al. 2011), Oryza sativa (Luo et al. 2011) and Zea mays
(Waters et al. 2013). As a first step, we recovered the Fasta sequences of each of our
candidate imprinted genes by producing consensus sequences from our BAM files using
SAMtools. We also recovered the DNA sequences of candidate imprinted genes of target
species from web-based species-specific repositories (maize: http://www.maizegdb.org;
rice: http://www.plantgdb.org/OsGDB/; Arabidopsis:
http://arabidopsis.org/tools/bulk/index.jsp). After retrieval of the Fasta files, a database
was created for each target species and a blastn search was performed of the candidate
imprinted genes in Solanum against each of the imprinted gene databases of rice, maize
and Arabidopsis. A potential homolog in each of the databases was considered to have a
BLAST e-value <1 x 10–5.

Validation of ASE results via pyrosequencing of selected SNPs
To validate a subset of candidate imprinted genes, we pyrosequenced reciprocal
homozygous sites. We targeted PEGs and MEGs and borderline imprinted sites (sites in
genes that were close to the thresholds but that still deviated from the 2:1 expected ratio
in endosperm). Based on the mapped sequences of the chosen genes, we developed 34
pyrosequencing assays to cover 17 SNPs with the PyroMark Assay Design 2.0 (Qiagen).
Prior to pyrosequencing, we performed a PCR for each assay in a 40 µL reaction volume
containing 1 µL DNA, 0.125 mM of each dNTP (Life Technologies), 0.2 µM of each
primer, 2.0 mM MgCl2 (Life Technologies), 1 U of AmpliTaq Gold DNA Polymerase
(Life Technologies) and 1x buffer. An initial polymerase activation step of 5 min at 95°C
was followed by 50 cycles of 15s at 95°C, 30s at the primer- specific annealing
temperature and 20s at 72°C, and a final step of 4 min at 72°C. Additionally, PCR
products were then checked for single bands on an agarose gel. The biotinylated PCR
products were extracted with streptavidin sepharose beads (GE Healthcare) according to
the manufacturer's instructions and released into a PSQ 96 Low Plate (Biotage)
containing 39 µL annealing buffer (20 mM Tris-Acetate, 2 mM Mg-Acetate, pH 7.6) and
1 µL of 10 µM pyrosequencing primer. The plate was incubated at 80°C for 2 min,
cooled to room temperature and run on a PyroMark ID machine (Biotage) using
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PyroMark Gold reagents (Qiagen), as specified by the manufacturer. The dispensation
order of the four nucleotides was determined automatically by the PyroMark ID software
(Biotage), and genotyping was performed using default settings. A linear regression was
performed between the maternal proportions inferred from the RNAseq data and those
from the pyrosequencing assay (R Core Team 2014).

Results and Discussion
Power to detect ASE
For each of the three cases, the number of variant sites recovered varied (Table 1). The
within-species case for S. peruvianum was the one which yielded more total variant sites
that allow ASE estimates (117,009 sites). The within-species case for S. chilense
produced the lowest number of variant sites (18,013 sites). The between-species hybrid
comparison produced fewer total variant sites (62,144 sites) than the within-species
comparison in S. peruvianum but a higher number of reciprocal homozygous SNP sites
(Table 1). It will be important to choose the most divergent accessions in further research
on ASE. By increasing the number of discriminant sites between parents, a higher
number of imprinted genes could be identified.
Not all of the discriminant sites determined from the parents’ transcriptomes were
recovered in the endosperm data (Table 1). We expected that only a subset of the genes
expressed in the bud tissue would be recovered in the endosperm data, as was indeed the
case. This is probably due to differences in gene expression between the endosperm and
the young flower bud. The bud comprises a variety of different tissues in developmental
stages that likely involve the expression of more genes than that of a single tissue like the
endosperm.

Quantification of parent-of-origin–specific expression
We calculated the proportion of maternal allele expression for all the genes with
discriminant SNPs in both directions of reciprocal crosses. The endosperm has a 2/3
maternal genomic composition and therefore we expect the “normal” proportion of
maternal expression to be close to 0.666. In Table 2 we show the average of maternal
allelic proportions across all genes per direction of reciprocal crosses. The averages for
three of the four within-species cases are somewhat below the expected 0.666 value, but
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well above the 0.5 value that would be expected from a 1 maternal:1 paternal
composition. Variations in the empirical estimates of maternal proportions can be
explained by dominance patterns of one plant over the other, random variation, or can be
impacted by bioinformatics artifacts, for example mapping biases.
Figures 2 and 3 detail maternal proportions in expression for all the genes in the
within-species crosses. Genes that show significant deviations from the 0.666 expected
maternal proportion are highlighted with colored boxes. Details of the total number of
MEGs and PEGs for each case can be found in Table 2. A total of 351 and 40 candidate
MEGs (Figs. 2 and 3, upper right) and 172 and 70 candidate PEGs (Figs. 2 and 3, lower
left) were identified for S. peruvianum and S. chilense, respectively. Evidence of cisregulation was found with genes having preferential allele expression depending on the
plant of origin (Figs. 2 and 3, lower right and upper left), rather than the plant’s parental
role (mother or father). We report as candidate imprinted genes all the genes with
significant expression bias as quantified by our imposed thresholds (Supplementary
Table 2). Further evidence of imprinted gene expression—or lack thereof—should be
taken into account. Of most importance is the number of SNPs supporting the parental
expression bias, that is, the higher the number of sites the better supported a given gene
is (Supplementary Table 2).
Conservation of the candidate imprinted status of a given gene between the two
Solanum species examined in this experiment and with other plant species investigated
for imprinting in the endosperm (see below) also increases support for the candidate
imprinted status. We were able to identify 12 “conserved” MEGs and 23 “conserved”
PEGs that are shared between S. peruvianum and S. chilense (Supplementary Table 2).
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Table 1. Summary of discriminant sites identified and genes used in the ASE pipeline.
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Table 2. Summary of results of the ASE pipeline. Due to the global (asymmetric)
misregulation of endosperm expression in the hybrid cross, numbers of candidate MEGs
and PEGs for this cross are in parentheses.
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Figure 2. Endosperm maternal proportions for 8,229 genes in the reciprocal S. peruvianum crosses LA1616A ! LA1616J
(x axis) and LA1616J ! LA1616A (y axis). Candidate MEGs have maternal proportions >0.833 in both directions of the
cross (upper right sector, blue rectangle), and candidate PEGs have maternal proportions <0.333 in both directions of the
cross (lower left sector, pink rectangle). The arrow indicates 67 ‘complete’ MEGs (mat. prop. >0.99).

Figure 3. Endosperm maternal proportions for 2,560 genes in the reciprocal S. chilense crosses LA4329K ! LA4329B
(x axis) and LA4329B ! LA4329K (y axis). Candidate MEGs have maternal proportions >0.833 in both directions of the
cross (upper right sector, blue rectangle), and candidate PEGs have maternal proportions <0.333 in both directions of the
cross (lower left sector, pink rectangle).
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Functional characterization of candidate imprinted genes
The candidate MEGs and PEGs are enriched for functions that regulate transcription
(Supplementary Table 3): cellular components Gene Ontology (GO) terms 0000786
“nucleosome”, 0000151 “ubiquitin ligase complex”, as well as molecular function GO
terms 0050660 “flavin-adenine dinucleotide binding” and 0005488 “binding”, were
among the top significantly enriched terms and did not vary between candidate MEGs
and PEGs (Supplementary Table 3).
Genes involved in nucleosome structure were among the candidate imprinted loci;
of special interest are three histone-coding genes, Solyc02g077480, Solyc10g006560 and
Solyc12g005270, the latter one in both Solanum species. Other genes that belong to the
GO term “nucleosome” include the histone-lysine-methyltransferases Solyc01g006880
and Solyc06g060960 with the same molecular function as the MEDEA gene in
Arabidopsis, and the helicases Solyc01g079330, Solyc09g066480, Solyc01g057760,
Solyc02g068560 and Solyc04g072830. The SWI/SNF regulator of chromatin gene
Solyc02g068100 also belongs to the GO term “nucleosome” and was found imprinted in
both species. All these genes are involved in chromatin packaging and unpackaging and
with no exception are all candidate PEGs.
Genes belonging to the ubiquitinase ligase complex (GO term 0000151) have an
enriched representation among the set of candidate imprinted genes (Supplementary
Table 3). The SCF (Skp1–Cullin–F-box protein) ubiquitin-protein-ligase complex
regulates the cell cycle, the immune response, signaling cascades and developmental
programs by targeting proteins for ubiquitination (Hua & Vierstra 2011). F-box proteins
are the substrate-recognition components of the SCF complex (Skowyra et al. 1997) and
in plants, many F-box proteins are represented in gene networks broadly regulated by
microRNA-mediated gene silencing via RNA interference (Jones-Rhoades et al. 2006).
Genes of the ubiquitin ligase complex may have evolved as imprinted genes affecting
seed development through Polycomb Repressive Complex 2 (PRC2) regulation
(Dumbliauskas et al. 2011). A total of 37 genes involved in the ubiquitin-protein-ligase
complex are among the candidate imprinted genes (10 MEGs and 27 PEGs): 10 RINGdomain-containing genes, 10 F-box-containing genes and two SKP components, among
other genes. Among these 37 genes three were found to be conserved between the two
tomato species (Supplementary Table 2). The functioning of the SCF complex relies on
proper coupling of its core proteins and cofactors. If genes of the SCF complex evolved
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to have an imprinted expression for their role in modulating seed development as
hypothesized by Dumbliauskas et al. (2011), the imprinted gene expression in wild
tomatoes of such a high number of genes belonging to the SCF complex may have
evolved as a result of coadaptation of gene expression, as posited by Wolf’s (2013)
model.
A sizeable number of nuclear-encoded chloroplastic genes were found maternally
imprinted. Among these are 13 chlorophyll a-b binding proteins, with protein P4
(Solyc03g115900), protein 1A (Solyc06g063370) and protein 4 (Solyc07g047850) found
as candidate MEGs in both species and 16 genes coding for components of photosystems
I and II as MEG in at least one species, with Solyc09g065910 (the reaction center W
protein of photosystem II) found as a candidate MEG in both species. Finding such a
high number of MEGs of nuclear-encoded chloroplastic genes is unprecedented in the
literature. Such a pattern was to our knowledge never found in previous studies of
imprinted genes in plants (Gehring et al. 2011; Hsieh et al. 2011; Luo et al. 2011; Wolff
et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2011; Waters et al. 2013). Interestingly, our results fit the
expectations of Wolf (2009) cytonuclear interactions model in which nuclear-encoded
organellar genes evolved to be maternally imprinted due to coadaptation with organellar
metabolism. In our case, all candidate imprinted nuclear-encoded chloroplastic genes
were identified as MEGs, in line with Wolf’s (2009) model for imprinting due to
cytonuclear epistasis of nuclear and chloroplastic genomes.

Conservation of imprinting
Because genomic imprinting has been found almost exclusively in the endosperm of
flowering plants, it may be expected that there is conservation of the genes that are
imprinted. We aimed to determine if the candidate imprinted genes in the Solanum
species were found imprinted in the other plant species in which the endosperm has been
investigated for this phenomenon. To do so, we blasted the sequences of our candidate
imprinted genes against the candidate imprinted genes in Zea mays, Arabidopsis thaliana
and Oryza sativa and found little overlap in the identity of imprinted genes, in broad
agreement with a recent study in maize (Waters et al. 2013). Our detailed results are
presented in Table 3. Genes that were found to have shared imprinted status among two
or more species not always shared the same parental bias. For example, a given gene was
identified as a candidate PEG in a Solanum species and as a MEG in rice, i.e. the gene
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shares the imprinted status but has different parental bias in expression; for further details
see Supplementary Table 2. We found 12, 13 and 31 shared imprinted genes between the
Solanum species and O. sativa, Z. mays and A. thaliana, respectively (Fig. 4). Of these,
only one gene was shared by O. sativa, Z. mays and both S. peruvianum and S. chilense:
Solyc09g064280 is a gene that codes for an unknown protein. Two genes are shared
between A. thaliana, Zea mays and one of the tomato species, an ubiquitin gene
Solyc01g056940 and a nucleotidil transferase gene Solyc09g018160. Two genes are
shared between A. thaliana, O. sativa and the tomato species: the zinc finger proteincoding genes Solyc02g005480 and Solyc05g054210 whose protein products are involved
in metal ion transfer and binding.

Figure 4. Venn diagrams showing the conservedness of imprinted genes.
*, conserved status obtained from Waters et al. (2013).
Putatively homologous genes were found to cause multiple hits in our search
strategy and are included in Table 3. Not surprisingly, these cases correspond to genes
involved in the ubiquitin ligase complex pathway, a GO term that was found with an
enriched representation in our set of candidate imprinted genes (Supplementary Table 3),
possibly due to coadaptation of gene expression (Wolf 2013). Under this scenario,
different copies of the same gene or functionally related genes can acquire imprinted
expression by a coadaptive mechanism. That might be the case for three Tubby-like Fbox proteins among our candidate imprinted genes; the AT2G18280 Arabidopsis gene,
also coding for an F-box protein, is homologous with all three. A similar case is
represented by the Solanum gene Solyc01g111640, coding for SKP1 and sharing
similarity with two A. thaliana imprinted genes also coding for SKP cofactors.
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This seemingly unconserved nature of imprinting among disparate taxa can be due
to many reasons: it may be due to the transitivity during seed development of imprinting
per se, with different time points of tissue collection rendering different sets of imprinted
genes. This transitivity may also be due to the mechanism that sets the imprint mark. If
imprinting is established via siRNA silencing of transposons located near the imprinted
genes (Köhler & Weinhofer-Molisch 2010), the imprint may not be subjected to
evolutionary forces maintaining it and would not be expected to persist over evolutionary
time. This so far speculative mechanism of the establishment of imprinting could lead to
substantial allelic variation for imprinting within a species, with some haplotypes
possessing the imprint mark and others lacking it; the latter phenomenon has recently
been observed in maize (Waters et al. 2013). Another reason for the lack of
conservedness of imprinted genes among different species may be due to technical issues
that vary among experiments and that can affect the ability of determining ASE, such as
sequencing depth, mapping bias and the availability of informative SNPs (Degner et al.
2009; Fontanillas et al. 2010). It may also be due to the different criteria that have been
used and/or the thresholds that have been established to define a given gene as imprinted
or not. Therefore, even if imprinted genes would be detectable and identical in two
samples/datasets, differences in statistical and bioinformatics methods would yield a
different set of candidate imprinted genes (Wolff et al. 2011).
Table 3. Imprinted genes conserved between Solanum spp. and rice (OS_Luo, from Luo
et al. 2011), maize (ZM_Waters, from Waters et al. 2013) and Arabidopsis thaliana
(AT_Gehring or AT_Hsieh from Gehring et al. [2011], Hsieh et al. [2011]). Further
details on the parental bias of conserved imprinted genes can be found in Supplementary
Table 2.
Solanum gene

other
plants
OS_Luo
AT_Gehring
ZM_Waters
OS_Luo
AT_Gehring

gene in other
species
LOC_Os10g39420.1
AT5G03240.1
GRMZM2G014119
LOC_Os01g07740.1
AT2G18280.1

ZM_Waters

GRMZM2G110063

Solyc01g094700

ZM_Waters

GRMZM2G033767

Solyc01g103140
Solyc01g111640

AT_Hsieh
AT_Hsieh

Solyc02g005480

AT_Hsieh
OS_Luo

AT5G49890.1
AT3G21860.1;
AT3G21830.1
AT5G63740.1
LOC_Os08g43480.1

Solyc01g008470
Solyc01g056940
Solyc01g057760
Solyc01g067680,
Solyc04g071440,
Solyc09g074510
Solyc01g087720
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annotation in Solanum
Non-selective cation channel-2 family
Ubiquitin
ATP dependent RNA helicase
Tubby-like F-box protein 6
Structural maintenance of
chromosomes family protein
Glycerol-3-phosphate acyltransferase
4
Voltage-gated chloride channel
SKP1
Zinc finger family protein

Solyc02g071270
Solyc02g080260

LOC_Os02g21430.1
AT2G32370.1

RNA-binding protein
Homeobox leucine-zipper protein

Solyc02g090510

OS_Luo
AT_Gehring
AT_Hsieh
ZM_Waters

GRMZM2G040954

Solyc02g093490
Solyc03g083350
Solyc03g111730
Solyc03g123440
Solyc04g016220
Solyc04g063380
Solyc04g072810

AT_Gehring
AT_Gehring
AT_Gehring
OS_Luo
AT_Hsieh
AT_Hsieh
AT_Hsieh

AT1G67830.1
AT5G24240.1
AT4G11320.1
LOC_Os02g29230.1
AT2G29730.1
AT1G77000.1
AT1G22180.2

Solyc04g072860
Solyc05g016410
Solyc05g054210

AT_Hsieh
AT_Gehring
AT_Gehring

AT5G64572.1
AT5G43320.1
AT4G16380.1

Solyc06g005500
Solyc06g009400
Solyc06g053750

OS_Luo
ZM_Waters
ZM_Waters
OS_Luo

LOC_Os05g41220.1
GRMZM2G068117
GRMZM2G085038
LOC_Os12g40520.1

Solyc06g065710

OS_Luo

LOC_Os02g39920.1

Solyc06g069730
Solyc07g005760

AT_Gehring
OS_Luo

AT4G19120.1
LOC_Os04g42250

Solyc07g049220

ZM_Waters

GRMZM2G47885

Solyc07g053220
Solyc07g062600
Solyc07g063420
Solyc08g063010

ZM_Waters
AT_Gehring
AT_Hsieh
AT_Hsieh
AT_Gehring

GRMZM2G098037
AT2G21420.1
AT1G78830.1
AT1G34180.2
AT2G19480.1

Calcium-dependent protein kinaselike
SAGA-associated factor 29 homolog
Ubiquitin
Cathepsin B-like cysteine proteinase
HhH-GPD family protein
UDP-glucose glucosyltransferase
F-box/LRR-repeat protein 2
CRAL/TRIO domain containing
protein expressed
Beta-D-xylosidase
Casein kinase
Proline-rich protein, metal ion binding
and
Transport
ATP binding / serine-threonine kinase
Nitrogen regulatory protein P-II
Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase
family protein expressed
Sister chromatid cohesion protein
PDS5 homolog B-B
Chlorophyll a-b binding protein 4
Hydroxycinnamoyl CoA
shikimate/quinate
hydroxycinnamoyltransferase
Serine/threonine-protein phosphatase
2A 56 kDa regulatory subunit delta
isoform
Receptor-like protein kinase
PHD finger family protein

Solyc08g076160

ZM_Waters

GRMZM2G27739

Solyc08g078230

AT4G17486.1
LOC_Os04g46290.1
AT5G40360.1
AT4G00540.1
AT2G40520.1

Solyc09g066460
Solyc10g079450
Solyc11g008010
Solyc11g044560
Solyc11g067260

AT_Gehring
OS_Luo
AT_Gehring
AT_Hsieh
AT_Gehring
AT_Hsieh
ZM_Waters
OS_Luo
ZM_Waters
AT_Gehring
OS_Luo
AT_Hsieh
ZM_Waters
AT_Gehring

Solyc11g068520
Solyc12g019460
Solyc12g049540

AT_Gehring
ZM_Waters
AT_Gehring

AT3G11490.1
GRMZM2G002100
AT3G14205.1

Solyc08g080580
Solyc09g018160

Solyc09g064280

GRMZM2G011608
LOC_Os02g57080.1
GRMZM5G871520
AT3G23310.1
LOC_Os02g51860.1
AT1G34180
GRMZM2G033413
AT5G22460.1
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NAC domain transcription factor
ADP,ATP carrier protein 1,
mitochondrial
Guanine nucleotide-binding protein
alpha-1 subunit
Zinc ion binding protein
Myb
Os12g0114200 protein
Nucleotidyltransferase
Unknown Protein
Serine/threonine-protein kinase 38
Dehydration-responsive protein-like
NAC domain protein IPR003441
BZIP transcription factor
Hydrolase alpha/beta fold family
protein
Rho GTPase activating protein 2
Mitogen-activated protein kinase 1
Polyphosphoinositide phosphatase

Hybrid endosperms: genome-wide increase of maternal proportions
We observed a marked increase in maternal proportions in both directions of the
reciprocal hybrid crosses (Fig. 5; Table 2). This increment is more drastic for hybrid
seeds on the S. peruvianum LA1616A plant, showing an increase in maternal proportion
from 0.620 in the within-species cross to 0.830 in the hybrid cross (Table 2). There is
also an increase in the S. chilense maternal proportion of plant LA4329B from 0.606 in
the within-species cross to 0.695 in the hybrid cross (Table 2). We proceeded to more
thoroughly examine the marked shift in parental expression proportions in the hybrid
endosperms. For each gene !"#$ informative SNPs in both the within-species and the
hybrid cross, we calculated the magnitude of the shift in maternal proportion from
normal endosperm to hybrid endosperm (! in mat. prop. hyb – sib). In Figure 6, we plot
the difference (!) of maternal proportion in hybrid vs. normal endosperm against the
maternal proportion from within-species endosperm data.
We found a strong negative correlation between ! in maternal proportion hyb – sib
and maternal proportions in within-species crosses (Pearson’s r –0.811 for S. peruvianum
and –0.689 for S. chilense; Fig. 6). In other words, the lower the maternal proportion in
normal endosperm, the larger the magnitude of the shift observed in hybrid endosperm.
Candidate imprinted genes are not “immune” from this trend, although the increase in
maternal proportion is even stronger in the non-imprinted genes compared to the
candidate PEGs (Fig. 6, left side). When comparing PEGs and non-PEGs in the same
range of low maternal proportions (i.e. <0.333), the ! in maternal proportion hyb – sib is
significantly higher in non-PEGs for both species (S. chilense, mean ! PEGs = 0.30,
mean ! non-PEGs = 0.42, Wilcoxon test p = 0.010; S. peruvianum, mean ! PEGs = 0.50,
mean ! non-PEGs = 0.56, Wilcoxon test p = 0.022).
Even though the general transcriptome patterns in hybrid endosperms show an
increase in maternal proportions (Figs. 5, 6), the strong negative correlations identified
above entail the opposite shift at high maternal proportions (>0.833) in the within-species
expression proportions. In other words, these genes do not show an average increase in
maternal proportions but rather exhibit a slight decrease (Figs. 6, 7, blue triangles and
arrows). For this high range of maternal-proportion values, candidate MEGs and nonMEGs show a pattern similar to the case of PEGs and non-PEGs above, with non-MEGs
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Figure 5. Endosperm maternal proportions for 4,111 informative genes in the reciprocal hybrid crosses. Estimates for
LA1616A ! LA4329B are plotted on the x axis (S. peruvianum hybrid case), and estimates for LA4329B ! LA1616A are
plotted on the y axis (S. chilense hybrid case).

Figure 6. Genome-wide negative correlation between maternal proportion in S.
peruvianum (A) and S. chilense (B) sib endosperms (x axis) and the difference in
maternal proportion between hybrid and sib endosperms (y axis). Shown are all 3,647
and 1,856 genes with data on maternal proportion in both sib and hybrid crosses for S.
peruvianum and S. chilense, respectively. The stippled red line at ! = 0 marks the
expectation for genes with no difference in maternal proportion between cross types, and
genes above this line show higher maternal proportions in hybrid endosperm. Red dots
and blue triangles mark candidate PEGs and MEGs, respectively, whereas other genes in
the same ranges of maternal proportions (i.e. <0.333 and >0.833) are not being
considered as candidate imprinted due to their expression estimates in the 1616J and
4329K sib endosperms.
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Figure 7. Shift in maternal proportions between within-population and hybrid endosperm for candidate PEGs (A, C)
and MEGs (B, D) in S. peruvianum (A, B) and S. chilense (C, D). Estimates of maternal proportions for PEGs and
MEGs in within-species crosses are shown as red circles and blue triangles, respectively. The corresponding
estimates in hybrid (interspecific) crosses are shown with open symbols. Red and blue arrows along the axes show
the average value and dimension of the shift in each case.

showing a higher ! in maternal proportion hyb – sib in one of the species (S. chilense,
mean ! MEGs = –0.09, mean ! non-MEGs = –0.17, Wilcoxon test p = 0.044; S.
peruvianum, mean ! MEGs = –0.029, mean ! non-MEGs = –0.036, Wilcoxon test p =
0.563). These results point to a disturbance in mechanisms that regulate processes other
than—or in addition to—imprinting, and that have a general impact on transcription,
affecting many other genes besides imprinted genes (see below).
Table 4. Measures of imprinting disturbance for genes identified as candidate imprinted
in within-species crosses and with corresponding data available from hybrid crosses.
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We further quantified changes in the parental proportions of expression for our
candidate imprinted genes (Figs. 7, 8; Table 4). As a consequence of the genome-wide
trend, the shift toward higher maternal proportion “eliminates” most of the candidate
PEGs that we discerned in the within-species crosses for both species (Fig. 7A, C; Table
4). This shift toward higher maternal proportions in the candidate PEGs is larger in the S.
peruvianum case (average ! in maternal proportions hyb – sib = 0.504) than in the S.
chilense case (average ! in maternal proportions hyb – sib = 0.30), in agreement with the
whole transcriptome trend of stronger maternal allelic expression bias in the hybrid
endosperm of S. peruvianum (Table 4; Figs. 6, 7). This particular pattern for the
candidate PEGs must be interpreted cautiously because it may be influenced by the lower
power we have for S. chilense (Table 1), resulting in about half the number of candidate
PEGs to test for changes in maternal expression proportions in hybrid endosperm.
Reconciling the differences observed between both species, we were able to
identify genes with discriminant sites in all three cases analyzed and with evidence for
being imprinted in both species (Fig. 8); these so-called “shared” genes are highconfidence imprinted genes in wild tomatoes that should allow us to uncover the general
pattern of disturbance in imprinting in hybrid endosperms of both species. The average
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shift for PEGs (quantified by the solid red arrows along the x and y axes) is less
pronounced for S. chilense in the maternal role in this set of genes. The shared MEGs
contrastingly show a rather slight departure from their values in intraspecific crosses with
many of them retaining their MEG status in hybrid endosperms of both species.

Figure 8. Shift in maternal proportion between within-population and hybrid endosperm
for PEGs and MEGs conserved between S. peruvianum (LA1616A) and S. chilense
(LA4329B). For within-population crosses, PEGs are indicated as red dots and MEGs as
blue triangles, and their respective maternal proportion in hybrid endosperm is shown
with open symbols. The average shift for PEGs (quantified by the solid red arrows along
the x and y axes) is less pronounced for S. chilense in the maternal role.
Although there is an increase in total gene expression of MEGs (log-fold change
difference for MEGs between within-species endosperm and hybrid endosperm, S.
peruvianum = 1.56, S. chilense = 2.82; Table 4; details on gene expression analyses are
presented in Chapter 3), this does not translate into an increase in maternal proportions.
This slight decrease of maternal expression proportion of candidate MEGs in hybrid
endosperms (difference in maternal proportion between hybrid endosperm and withinspecies endosperm, S. peruvianum –0.029, S. chilense –0.093) argues against possible
contamination with maternal tissues during the collection via laser-microdissection of
hybrid endosperm samples. The rationale for this inference is that if contamination were
to have happened, its effect would have been to increase the maternal proportions of
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MEGs as well as of PEGs, but our results do not show this “expected” increase in
candidate MEGs (and see below for further discussion on contamination issues).
Studies of genome-wide regulatory divergence in plants have found evidence of
dominance interactions, but these investigations have not analyzed parent-of-origin–
specific expression (He et al. 2012; Bell et al. 2013; Rowe & Rieseberg 2013). In
addition, these studies differ markedly from ours because they studied the transcriptome
of seedlings that have successfully overcome barriers to interbreeding. There are studies
documenting the misregulation of a few known imprinted genes upon interspecific or
interploidy hybridization (Walia et al. 2009; Jullien & Berger 2010; Kradolfer et al.
2013). These analyses of function and deregulation of candidate imprinted genes in
Arabidopsis do not describe an increase in maternal proportion of expression in defective
endosperm assays that could be seen as foreshadowing our results. It is clear that the
stunning genome-wide pattern of ! in maternal proportion hyb – sib that points to a
disturbance in a regulatory mechanism that has a general impact on transcription has
never been reported before.
The general increase in maternal allelic proportions is not a phenomenon restricted
to the candidate PEGs but rather a hybrid genome-wide phenomenon (Fig. 6). This
genomic trend indicates that there is a failure in a main transcriptional regulatory
mechanism. The most likely scenario is that in normal endosperms, maternal alleles
become silenced at some point before or after fertilization. Silencing of maternal copies
could be achieved by methylation but other epigenetic marks could also be responsible
for silencing. We hypothesize that in hybrid endosperms the methylated status (or any
other silencing epigenetic mark) of the maternal copies is compromised. How this
methylated status is acquired and/or ameliorated is unknown and probably varies
between genes. We have some lines of evidence that allow us to speculate on the possible
main transcriptional regulatory mechanisms that are failing in hybrid endosperm. It
might be that the maternal alleles that are overexpressed (Figs. 5, 6) are the target of
some of the methyltransferases that are significantly downregulated in hybrid
endosperms (Chapter 3, Fig. 4); demethylation would give rise to transcriptional
activation of otherwise repressed alleles.
Based on our differential gene expression results outlined in detail in Chapter 3, we
hypothesize that siRNA-based silencing mechanisms, specifically the RNA-directed
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DNA methylation (RdDM) pathway (Bourc’his & Voinnet 2010; Ng et al. 2012;
Shivaprasad et al. 2012; Lu et al. 2012; Castel & Martienssen 2013) may be affected and
thus responsible for the upregulation of maternally derived alleles, among other
transcriptional disturbances observed in at least some of the misregulated genes. Recent
studies have shown that RdDM regulates parental genomic imprinting at a few loci in
Arabidopsis (Vu et al. 2013), specifically the silencing of the paternally derived alleles.
A relationship has been found between the methylation status of TEs and imprinted gene
expression. Some maternally expressed genes (MEGs) are expressed when flanking TEs
are unmethylated (Calarco & Martienssen 2011). Hybrid failure could result from
divergence between the sequences of paternal TEs and maternal TE-derived siRNAs
(Bourc’his & Voinnet 2010; Ng et al. 2012). If sequence divergence between the two
tomato species were such that there is no good match between the incoming paternal 21nt siRNAs and the maternal TE-derived sequences near the target genes (Bourc’his &
Voinnet 2010; Autran et al. 2011), methylation of TEs may be compromised and
therefore the maternal alleles would not be adequately repressed. This scenario of
transcriptional regulation in the endosperm could partly explain the pattern of parent-oforigin–specific expression we observe in hybrid crosses: a genome-wide trend for overexpression of maternal alleles in hybrid endosperms (Fig. 5). The strongest indication we
have for such hypothesis is the upregulation of MADS-box genes in hybrid endosperms
(Chapter 3, Fig. 6). If the regulation of MADS-box genes (among which are several
AGAMOUS-like [AGL] genes) in wild tomato species follows the same pattern as that in
Arabidopsis (Walia et al. 2009; Lu et al. 2012), we expect to see siRNAs to be in lower
abundance in hybrid endosperms. The hypothesized downregulation of siRNAs in hybrid
endosperms of our study species could be partly responsible for the shift toward higher
maternal expression proportions.

Validation of the ASE pipeline
Our results based on RNAseq data were assessed independently by pyrosequencing
assays of 17 SNPs across 12 genes (Table 5; Fig. 9). The regression supports a good
correlation between both methods (Fig. 10; y = 0.8721x + 0.1379, Pearson’s r = 0.901).
There was more variation in the validation of sites in putative PEGs than for putative
MEGs (Fig. 9), with some pyrosequencing assays in the PEGs showing as low as zero
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maternal proportion when the corresponding RNAseq estimate suggested a maternal
proportion of 0.40 (Table 5).
Table 5. SNPs used and maternal proportions obtained with pyrosequencing and
RNAseq approaches.
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Figure 9. Dot plots comparing maternal proportions (y axis) estimated with RNAseq
(open symbols) and pyrosequencing (filled symbols) for SNPs in candidate PEGs (A)
and candidate MEGs (B). The x axis represents the SNP number, and the order of the
assays is the same as in Table 5.
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,(-./-01'-*2%/012234223435645654225465545624662170
/0155245224662455542334526433170489:
/0122245224255462346664653452645170
/015554326453545234553462646664255170489:
/0152242664252435243364555455170
;
;
;
/016264533423646234522466545170489:
/016224362465246564662462345364655170
/0132345254366426245524253453643170489:
/0165343624235426643524252466170489:
;
/01365436343664322466243654562170
/015554236425546264225453343224656170
/016564366466345324225453642664266170
/013664623435242624262426545634565170489:

-%3%-)%1'-*2%)%45%&6*&$1'-*2%/015524532435542264335436246524561704189: /012634555425245624226422546170
/016664333433643354663432546170
/0163646654536435542254263170
/01323433543564666453646364666465170489:
/01225425545554223452345170
/012534326423543654655456343654636170
/016664636423643654555453545170
/013264655453246354555463646254266170489: /0156346354252426646254365463170
;
;
;
/013624662466542354532452170
;
/015234555453645534525466545170
/01633452642354333436546254365462170
/0136546254353455243534632170
/01636455542624252422642524523170489:
/015224262436643664365170
/0153346564533455243254236462543170
/015234335455243354365170
/013654556455642264223466243524562170
/013664365462343364632170
;
/0122245534556465245354523170
/0163545234522462343534656452217089:
/013664226423243664636170
/0136645524262423245624553453242170489: /016364622435542364623436543170
/01526465545534623455346634255466170489: /016264666462646524656453246617
/01533435642234355455645234663170
/0122545364653436646254362170

Table 6. Primer sets used in the pyrosequencing assays. SNP numbers correspond to those in Table 5 and Figure 9.

Figure 10. Correlation of estimates of maternal proportion RNAseq data and
pyrosequencing assays of the same target SNPs (see Table 5). The shaded band is a 95%
confidence interval on the regression. Five data points at or near 1.00/1.00 are
highlighted with an arrow.

Contamination issues and cumulative distribution of endosperm-specific genes
By using our gene expression estimates, we were able to catalog genes exclusively
expressed in different seed compartments: embryo, endosperm and maternal tissues (for
details see Chapter 3). In order to test if there was possible contamination of maternal
tissues in the lasered endosperm samples, we examined the allelic expression of
endosperm-exclusive genes, as the range of maternal proportions observed in these genes
provides a baseline scenario of no contamination. It is against their distribution that we
tested whether or not the pattern of allelic expression of the majority of the genes—
expressed both in the endosperm and in maternal tissues—is compromised by
contamination with maternal tissues. To this end, we plotted the cumulative distributions
of maternal proportions of endosperm-exclusive and “shared” genes in each of our three
cases of interest, i.e. the S. peruvianum and S. chilense within-species crosses and the
hybrid cross (Fig. 1 in General Introduction).
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In a non-contaminated scenario, we expect similar cumulative distributions of the
maternal proportions of gene expression for endosperm-exclusive and shared genes. The
cumulative distribution plots for the S. peruvianum cross (Fig. 11A, B) cover many more
genes than the ones for the S. chilense and hybrid crosses (Fig. 11C, D), which is due to
the higher power allowing to estimate ASE in S. peruvianum for more genes (Table 1).
The cumulative distribution plots show that endosperm-exclusive genes have
maternal proportions in the same range as those of the remainder of the genes that could
be assessed for ASE (Fig. 11; generally no significant two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov
(K–S) tests; but see below). This result argues for no or little contribution of maternal
contamination to the endosperm transcriptomes in almost all of our cases. The only
exception is the hybrid cross of S. peruvianum in the maternal role in which there are
significant differences between the endosperm-exclusive and the shared groups of genes
–3

(Fig. 11E, p <10 , two-sample K–S test), signaling a possible contribution from
contamination. But these differences do not entirely support contamination, at > 0.9 the
endosperm-specific set of genes shows higher maternal proportions than the shared
genes, a factor that contributes to the significant differences but that does not argues for
contamination. Alternatively, this result could also be interpreted as a signal of the
genome-wide increase of maternal proportions in the hybrid endosperm, a pattern that is
stronger in the S. peruvianum case (Table 4). This genome-wide hybrid effect may be
responsible for the significant difference between the more numerous shared and the
smaller endosperm-exclusive sets of genes. Another evidence from our analysis that
argues against possible contamination, in the particular case of hybrid 1616A (Fig. 11E),
is the relationship of the ! in maternal proportions sib – hyb and total fold change in
gene expression of candidate imprinted genes (Table 4).
An increase in maternal proportions in all genes is predicted in the case of
contamination with maternal tissues, but this is not the case with our data. Despite the
increase in levels of gene expression of the MEGs there is no increase in the maternal
allelic proportions but rather a slight decrease (Table 4; Figs. 6, 7). These results add
credibility to the interpretation that the patterns of parent-of-origin–specific expression
are not spurious products of contamination but rather a reflection of normal
transcriptional regulation in normal endosperm and of a genome-wide increase of
maternal proportions in gene expression in hybrid endosperm.
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Figure 11. Cumulative distribution plots of maternal proportions. A-B) S. peruvianum
cross, mother plants LA1616A (A) and LA1616J (B). C-D) S. chilense cross, mother
plants LA4329B (C) and LA4329K (D). E-F) hybrid cross, mother plants LA1616A (E)
and LA4329B (F). Endosperm-exclusive genes (blue line), shared genes (red line) and all
genes examined (black line). The number of genes in each case is given in parentheses.
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Abstract
This study aims to characterize changes in gene expression levels that may contribute
to the postzygotic barrier isolating two species of wild tomatoes (Solanum section
Lycopersicon). In particular, we analyzed differential gene expression between
normally developing endosperms from intraspecific crosses in S. chilense and S.
peruvianum and dysfunctional endosperms from interspecific crosses between them.
Endosperm tissue was laser-microdissected from seeds 14-15 days after pollination
and the extracted total RNA was sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq2000 platform.
Based on separately sequenced RNA from embryo and seed coat tissue, we provide
an RNAseq transcription atlas of the seed of wild tomatoes and identified genes that
are differentially and exclusively expressed in the three different seed compartments.
Importantly, we identified hundreds of significantly differentially expressed genes
between within-species and hybrid endosperms sharing the same seed parent. In
hybrid endosperms we observed an upregulation of MADS-box genes—among them
PHERES homologs and AGAMOUS-LIKE (AGL) genes—concomitant with a
downregulation of genes involved in transcription regulation (histone-coding genes,
MEDEA, Fertilization-Independent Endosperm, Argonaute, and members of Cullin
Ubiquitin Ligase complex CUL). Our results resemble known perturbations of
transcriptional regulation in interploidy and interspecies crosses in the model genus
Arabidopsis, suggesting a likely role for small interfering RNAs in wild tomato
hybrid seed failure.
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Introduction
RNAseq is a technique that uses next-generation-sequencing (NGS) technologies to
sequence all transcripts present in a given RNA extract. In brief, a population of RNAs
(total or selected, for example small RNAs, mRNAs) is converted to a library of cDNA
fragments with adaptors attached to one or both ends. Each molecule is then sequenced
in a high-throughput manner to obtain short sequences from one (single-end sequencing)
or both ends (paired-end sequencing) (Wang et al. 2009). The technique is powerful and
has allowed the identification of tissue-specific alternative splicing, novel genes and
transcripts, and structural genomic variations (Trapnell et al. 2012). Importantly, it
allows the measurement of differential gene expression with greater sensitivity than
micro-arrays (Wang et al. 2010).
Changes in gene expression in hybrid or backcross individuals may be attributed to
novel gene combinations, changes in transposon activity, DNA methylation status and/or
chromosomal rearrangements (Rieseberg et al. 1996; Hegarty et al. 2009). Few studies
have used RNAseq data to investigate patterns of differential gene expression in hybrids.
Some of these examples are in the plant genus Helianthus. In these studies, the
transcriptomes of the parental plants and their interspecific hybrids were assessed for
regulatory divergence (Bell et al. 2013; Rowe & Rieseberg 2013). These analyses found
little evidence of regulatory incompatibility or dominance interactions between parental
genomes within F1 hybrid individuals, a pattern that may be enabling introgression
between these Helianthus species. These examples are fundamentally different from the
case of wild tomatoes studied here because strong postzygotic barriers between the
Helianthus species are absent (Bell et al. 2013; Rowe & Rieseberg 2013).
Differential gene expression studies that were focused on seed tissues and that
coincide with stronger interspecific barriers are only reported for crosses between
Arabidopsis thaliana (At) and A. arenosa (Aa) (Josefsson et al. 2006; Walia et al. 2009;
Burkart-Waco et al. 2013). There is a strong reproductive barrier between the two
species, with pollen from Aa readily fertilizing At ovules but the resulting seeds being
inviable. The reciprocal cross cannot be made because At pollen does not germinate on
Aa stigmas. So-called maternal-excess crosses (4x ! 2x) partly suppress incompatibility,
producing many more live seed than interspecific crosses at equal ploidy level (Josefsson
et al. 2006). This outcome implies a role for genomic dosage in the incompatibility
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between these two Arabidopsis species (Josefsson et al. 2006). From the differential gene
expression analyses, the main findings of these investigations are an upregulation of
ATHILA retrotransposons (Josefsson et al. 2006) and of AGAMOUS-LIKE (AGL) genes
(Walia et al. 2009) in incompatible crosses. Concomitant with the upregulation of these
elements, critical endosperm factors are downregulated (Burkart-Waco et al. 2013);
among these are FERTILIZATION-INDEPENDENT-SEED2 (FIS2), a component of the
Polycomb Repressive Complex (PRC), and ABNORMAL LEAF SHAPE (ALE1) and
ZHOUPI (ZOU) which encode seed transcription factors required for normal seed
development (Yang et al. 2008).
Given the results presented in the previous chapters, i.e. the postzygotic isolation
barrier between S. peruvianum and S. chilense described in Chapter 1 and the genomic
disturbance of parent-of-origin–specific expression in between-species crosses described
in Chapter 2, we analyzed patterns of differential gene expression between seed
compartments and between normal within-species and hybrid between-species
endosperms. The goals of this analytic approach to our transcriptomic data were to: 1)
Identify the suite of genes expressed in each of our treatments but particularly to detect
genes expressed exclusively in one of the different seed compartments, i.e. endosperm,
embryo and maternal tissue. 2) Test for differential gene expression between the
treatments, most importantly between normally developing endosperms from
intraspecific crosses and dysfunctional endosperms from interspecific crosses. By
comparing these two types of transcriptomes, we aim to identify patterns of gene
expression that may shed light on the molecular mechanisms involved in the
establishment of the postzygotic barrier that isolates S. chilense and S. peruvianum. And
finally, 3) Test whether different tissue collecting techniques affect gene expression
estimates.

Materials and Methods

!

The mapped sequence data used for the analyses in the present chapter were obtained by
the methods detailed in the General Introduction of this dissertation. For the
identification and analyses of exclusively-expressed genes in seed compartments and
differentially expressed genes, the methodology is described next.
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Assembly, mapping and differential gene expression estimation
The tuxedo pipeline (Trapnell et al. 2012) was used for the assembly of the reads,
mapping to the tomato reference genome and tests of differential expression in different
comparisons. The tuxedo pipeline includes the Cufflinks package (Trapnell et al. 2010)
which assembles transcripts, and the Cuffdiff package which finds differentially
expressed genes and isoforms between two or more sets of assemblies (Trapnell et al.
2012). Cuffdiff works by modeling the variance in fragment counts across replicates as a
function of the mean fragment count across replicates (Trapnell et al. 2012). Each
replicated condition is used to build a model, and then these models are averaged to
provide a single global model for all conditions in the experiment. All our treatments
with their replicates are depicted color-coded (Fig. 1, General Introduction). Two
replicates were used for each treatment, and for each treatment the reported results are
from comparisons between replicated treatments. Cuffdiff tests the observed log-foldchange in its expression against the null hypothesis of no change (i.e. the true log-foldchange is zero). Because measurement errors, technical variability, and across-replicate
biological variability might result in an observed log-fold-change that is nonzero,
Cuffdiff assesses significance using a model of variability in the log-fold-change under
the null hypothesis (Trapnell et al. 2013). Cuffdiff uses a test statistic that computes the
significance of the observed change in Fragments Per Kilobase per Million mapped reads
(FPKM) and the p-value of this test statistic is then corrected for false discovery rate
(FDR); it is this FDR-corrected q-value we use to impose a significance threshold that
defines differentially expressed genes in each case.
By using the gene expression output of Cuffdiff (Trapnell et al. 2013), we plotted
the distribution of FPKM values across all genes (Fig. 1). Based on the observed
trimodal distribution, we established an arbitrary but rather conservative threshold of
FPKM >1 to consider a given gene as “expressed” or not. A threshold of FPKM >0,
including the first modal peak shown in Figure 1, would have rendered many more genes
as “expressed” but such a high number of expressed genes appeared spurious to us (genes
with FPKM >0 and <1 in LA1616A sib endosperms, 7,026; in LA1616J sib endosperms,
7,074).
The criteria for calling a given gene as exclusively expressed were that it had !1
FPKM in the target tissue and equal to zero in the surrounding tissue. We defined two
sets of exclusively expressed genes for the endosperm, the first comparison being the
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Figure 1. Distribution of endosperm expressed genes (FPKM range values) in
intraspecific crosses of S. peruvianum plants LA1616A (top) and LA1616J (bottom).
We consider a gene as expressed with FPKM >1. Expressed genes in LA1616A sib
endosperms, 18,516; in LA1616J sib endosperms, 18,057.
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endosperm–embryo: the embryo is the inner tissue in contact with the endosperm and
with whom it shares the paternal and maternal composition. Exclusively-expressed genes
are expressed in the endosperm but not in the embryo and vice versa. The second
comparison is with the external surrounding maternal tissue: the endosperm–maternal
comparison. The maternal seed coat is the outer tissue in contact with the endosperm and
to which it is genetically different, sharing only the maternal genomic contribution. In
this case, exclusively expressed genes are expressed in the endosperm but not in the
maternal surrounding tissues and vice versa. By comparing gene expression patterns of
the different treatments we were able to identify and catalog the genes exclusively
expressed in endosperm, embryos and maternal surrounding tissues.
We set stringent criteria for calling a given gene as differentially expressed between
any pair of cases, requiring a q-value !0.005 and a FPKM value >10 in both cases. This
minimum and the stringent threshold was used to target moderately-to-highly expressed
genes for our differential gene expression catalogs (Supplementary Table 5). For the
analyses of particular gene classes, we report all genes that were found to match the
annotation of interest (e.g. histone, methyltransferase, AGAMOUS) on the ITAG 2.3
annotation of the reference genome and that were found as significantly differentially
expressed (q-value !0.005) in at least one of the two species analyzed. In order not to
exclude lowly expressed genes of functional importance, we relaxed our expression
threshold and report genes with !10 FPKM expression values, requiring that at least one
of the cases in each species comparison had a FPKM expression value "1.

Results and Discussion
Mapping and gene recovery
A mean of 24 million reads per library was obtained after sequencing (Table 1). After
adapter removal, quality filtering and mapping to the reference genome, a mean of 21
million reads per library mapped uniquely to the reference genome and was used in
subsequent analyses, making the mean percentage of retained reads 84% of the initial
raw data received. Despite the variation in the number of raw reads recovered (Table 1),
the number of genes that were categorized as expressed by using an >1 FPKM threshold
was fairly constant among our different samples, with a mean of 16,773 annotated genes
expressed across all cases. This implies that most of the genes that were recovered in
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those libraries yielding a higher sequencing depth were also recovered in the libraries
with lower sequencing depth, and that this factor did not noticeably influence the number
of genes that were identified as expressed.

Effect of LAM on gene expression estimates
When comparing samples that were laser-dissected following the protocol of Schmid et
al. (2012) (LAM samples) and samples collected and immediately frozen in liquid
nitrogen (LN samples), we found differences in total raw read output (Table 1) but
results of maternal and seed tissues are in opposite directions. We attribute these
differences in sequencing depth to library preparation biases. Importantly, we found no
significant gene expression differences between LAM and LN samples; both maternal
tissues and entire seeds presented no differentially expressed genes (Table 2 and Fig. 2).
These results show that the use of degraded RNA for transcriptome sequencing does not
affect gene expression estimates, corroborating what has already been argued by Gallego
Romero et al. (2014), i.e. that useful transcriptomic data can be recovered from samples
with some degree of RNA degradation. Our results comparing freshly collected tissue
and lasered tissue suggest that the findings that will be discussed below are based on
robust RNAseq protocols and expression level data.
Table 1. Summary of sequencing, mapping and gene recovery results.
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Catalogs of exclusively expressed genes in seed compartments
Exclusively expressed genes are one extreme of differential expression analyses in which
genes are exclusively expressed in a given tissue compared to another one. We found 126
genes exclusively expressed in the embryo and 526 genes exclusively expressed in the
endosperm in that two-way comparison (see Table 2 for details of case comparisons).
When comparing the endosperm tissue with the maternal one surrounding it, we could
identify 1,186 genes exclusively expressed in the endosperm and 453 genes exclusively
expressed in the maternal tissue. The catalogs describing the identity of the exclusively
expressed genes in embryo, endosperm and maternal tissues of both comparisons are
described in Supplementary Table 4. Finding genes exclusively expressed in the seed
compartments, particularly in the endosperm, is not surprising. Arabidopsis endosperm is
hypomethylated (Gehring et al. 2009; Hsieh et al. 2009), a state that triggers the
expression of genes and TEs. Schmitz et al. (2013) have shown that loci targeted by
RNA-directed DNA methylation are epigenetically activated in pollen and seeds. We
hypothesize that the genes we were able to identify as exclusively expressed in
endosperm and not in the maternal tissues are not expressed in vegetative tissues, and
might also become activated in endosperm in a fashion similar to that in Arabidopsis.
Among the genes exclusively expressed in the endosperm, 451 out of 1,186 (38%)
code for unknown proteins. The GO:0000786 term “nucleosome” was found enriched in
both endosperm-exclusive sets of genes (Supplementary Table 3). Nine histone-coding
genes were found exclusively expressed in endosperms in the endosperm–maternal
comparison. Among those are a histone H2B, Solyc07g065560, and a histone H3,
Solyc01g086760. Seven of those endosperm-exclusive genes code for histone H2A and
are located in a 50-Kb region on chromosome 5 (Solyc05g014800, Solyc05g014810,
Solyc05g014830, Solyc05g014840, Solyc05g014850, Solyc05g014890,
Solyc05g014940). Some of the genes in this cluster are exclusively-expressed in
unopened bud tissue and/or open flowers and some others were not detected in the
RNAseq data from the Tomato Genome Consortium (2012), visualized at
http://bar.utoronto.ca/efp_tomato/cgi-bin/efpWeb.cgi. An interesting result of the
endosperm–maternal comparison was to find 17 MADS-box genes exclusively expressed
in the endosperm, among them two AGAMOUS-like 62 genes (AGL62). These two genes
were found expressed in fully opened flowers and 1-cm fruits in the RNAseq data from
the Tomato Genome Consortium (2012). These results are in agreement with our
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findings and highlight the role of this gene family in securing proper seed development.
Furthermore, the exclusive expression of MADS-box genes in the endosperm suggest
that they may be epigenetically activated in seeds (see further discussion below on
histones and MADS-box genes).
Regarding the embryo–endosperm comparison, 64 out of the 126 genes (51.2 %)
exclusively expressed in the embryo code for unknown proteins. Among the annotated
genes, three EPIDERMAL PATTERNING FACTOR-like proteins (EPFL1, EPFL2 and
EPFL3) are exclusively expressed in the embryo. EPFL3 is exclusively expressed in
unopened bud tissue according to RNAseq data from the Tomato Genome Consortium
(2012) and visualized at http://bar.utoronto.ca/efp_tomato/cgi-bin/efpWeb.cgi. These
types of proteins have been shown to regulate epidermal cell density in Arabidopsis
(Hara et al. 2009); we speculate that they may play analogous roles in Solanum embryo
development. Among the genes exclusively expressed in the endosperm in the embryo–
endosperm comparison, 266 out of 526 (50.6%) code for unknown proteins.

Expression chaos in hybrid endosperms
Overall levels of expression were fairly constant between intraspecific and interspecific
endosperm of S. peruvianum, with average FPKM values per gene of 39.9 and 41.3,
respectively. In contrast, overall levels of expression were higher in the hybrid
endosperm of S. chilense (mean FPKM of 60.2) compared to intraspecific gene
expression (mean FPKM of 29.5). These estimates are not a by-product of differences in
coverage, given that the libraries produced from hybrid endosperm in S. chilense had
fewer mapped reads than the libraries obtained from intraspecific endosperms (Table 1).
Although the pattern is stronger in S. chilense, overall levels of expression were higher in
the hybrid endosperm transcriptomes of both species. This observation is compatible
with the hypothesis of a malfunctioning of the silencing machinery in hybrid endosperms
that may also be responsible for the increase in maternal proportions in gene expression
that was found in hybrid endosperms (Chapter 2).
The number of significantly differentially expressed genes is low in the withinspecies comparisons (i.e. comparing libraries of the reciprocal crosses among siblings)
and increased in the interspecific endosperm comparisons of both species (Table 2 and
Fig. 3). The identities of the differentially expressed genes in each of the cases in Table 2
are detailed in Supplementary Table 5. The pattern of gene expression in hybrid seeds
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(Fig. 3 B and D) reflects the disturbance of transcription in the endosperms of non-viable
seeds, a marked increase in expression difference between the two cases (Fig. 3, x-axis,
fold change). Regarding the within-species cases, if we define a q-value threshold of
0.001 no significantly differentially expressed genes are detected in both species. We are
reporting results with a threshold of 0.005 (Table 2 and Fig. 3) and found genes that are
significantly differentially expressed in endosperms from within-species crosses (Fig. 3
A and C, red dots). Although reduced when compared to the number of differentially
expressed genes expressed in endosperms from between-species crosses (Fig. 3 B and
D), these differences in gene expression among sibling plants mirror the morphological
and molecular variability of the samples, e.g. as seen with the SNP differences between
them. Interestingly, there is a higher number of differentially expressed genes in S.
peruvianum in both comparisons of endosperms from within as well as between-species
endosperms. This feature matches the markedly stronger phenotype of hybrid seed failure
in S. peruvianum (Chapter 1) and the stronger genomic disturbance of maternal
expression proportions observed in S. peruvianum compared to S. chilense (Chapter 2).
Table 2. Summary of cases explored and significantly differentially expressed genes
found.
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Detailed differential gene expression
Next, we proceed to separate the large number of genes that was found to be
differentially expressed into gene categories that were functionally enriched in the
different sets of differentially expressed genes, and/or that might be associated with
imprinting or its regulation, and/or that have been shown to be involved in seed
development. Given their likely molecular function, the set of genes analyzed below may
play a role in the postzygotic isolation barrier between S. chilense and S. peruvianum.
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Figure 2. Volcano plots comparing two different collecting strategies: fresh tissue in liquid nitrogen (LN) and laser-dissecting the tissue
(laser). A) Whole seeds; B) Maternal tissues in fruit (seed coat and fruit skin). Log2 (fold change) is plotted on the x-axis and log10
(p value) is plotted on the y-axis (see text).
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Figure 3. Volcano plots showing differences in gene expression between 15-DAP endosperms in S. chilense (A, B) and S. peruvianum
(C, D). A) Comparison between reciprocal within-population crosses, i.e. LA4329B and LA4329K in both maternal and paternal roles; B)
Comparison between within-population and F1 hybrid (father = S. peruvianum) seeds sharing the same mother, LA4329B (S. chilense); C)
Comparison between reciprocal within-population crosses, i.e. LA1616A and LA1616J in both maternal and paternal roles; D) Comparison
between within-population and F1 hybrid (father = S. chilense) seeds sharing the same mother, LA1616A (S. peruvianum). Log2 (fold change) is
plotted on the x-axis and log10 (p value) is plotted on the y-axis (see text). Significantly differentially expressed genes are shown as red dots,
while other genes are shown as black dots.

Figure 3. Continued from previous page.
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DEMETER homologs
Genomic imprinting in plants has widely been recognized to be a consequence of DNA
methylation changes in the endosperm. Particularly, in Arabidopsis many MEGs are
silenced by DNA methylation in vegetative tissues and expressed in the endosperm upon
loss of DNA methylation. This loss of methylation is achieved by the 5-methylcytosineexcising activity of the DNA glycosylase DEMETER (DME) (Gehring et al. 2006; Hsieh
et al. 2011; Wolff et al. 2011). We explored our transcriptomic data and based on the
ITAG 2.3 annotation of the reference genome, we recovered gene expression estimates of
the DNA glycosylases expressed in our samples. We found that three of them are
significantly downregulated in S. peruvianum hybrid endosperm (Solyc09g018850,
Solyc03g116880 and Solyc03g117510, mean FPKM sib endosperm = 22.1, mean FPKM
hybrid endosperm = 8.6). No significantly differentially expressed DNA glycosylases
were found in our S. chilense data set.

Polycomb Repressive Complex (PRC) homologs and associated proteins
To our knowledge, characterization of putative PRC-like complexes in tomato is lacking.
Therefore, we analyzed patterns of gene expression of putative homologs of components
of PRC-like complexes in Arabidopsis. Four genes are annotated as MEDEA-like in the
ITAG 2.3 annotation of the reference genome, two of which were found to be
downregulated in hybrid endosperms of both species, but only significantly in S.
peruvianum (Solyc02g093190, log2 fold-change –0.9 in S. chilense and –2.3 in S.
peruvianum; Solyc03g044380, log2 fold-change –0.04 in S. chilense and –1.2 in S.
peruvianum). In Figure 4, we show all histone-lysine-N-methyltransferase genes with a
SET domain, a property shared by the MEDEA gene in Arabidopsis (Grossniklaus et al.
1998), that are significantly differentially expressed in at least one species comparison.
Most of these genes are less expressed in hybrid endosperms: 12 of 14 in S. peruvianum
and 10 of 14 in S. chilense (Fig. 4). Among the upregulated genes, Solyc01g006880 was
found to be significantly overexpressed in hybrid endosperm of both species.
One gene was found to be annotated as FERTILIZATION-INDEPENDENT
ENDOSPERM (FIE) in the tomato reference genome (Solyc07g064090). This FIE
homolog was found to be downregulated in the hybrid endosperm of S. peruvianum (log2
fold-change –1.41) and it was found to be more abundant in the endosperm in the
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endosperm–maternal tissue comparison (log2 fold-change 2.2), pointing to an active role
of this gene in the endosperm. No genes annotated as MSI1 or FIS2 homologs were
found in the ITAG 2.3 annotation of the tomato reference genome.
Members of the Cullin Ubiquitin Ligase complex (CUL) are enriched in the sets of
differentially expressed genes (see GO:0000151: ubiquitin ligase complex in
Supplementary Table 3). Members of the CUL are PRC-associated proteins (Derkacheva
& Hennig 2014). Solyc01g111640 is an S-phase kinase-associated protein 1 (SKP1)
gene cofactor of the CUL. This gene was found imprinted in S. peruvianum and was
strongly downregulated in both species’ hybrid endosperm (log2 fold-change –4.3 in S.
chilense and –4.1 in S. peruvianum). Solyc03g025420 is another candidate imprinted
SKP1 cofactor that was found slightly downregulated in both species (log2 fold-change –
0.71 (n.s.) in S. chilense and –0.43 (n.s.) in S. peruvianum). Dumbliauskas et al. (2011)
showed a link between CUL E3 ubiquitin ligases and PRC complex activity, indicating a
role of ubiquitination in the repression of gene expression.

Figure 4. Differentially expressed histone lysine methyltransferases. Heatmap plots
showing comparison of gene expression in endosperms of intraspecific (sib) and hybrid
(hyb) crosses in S. peruvianum (A) and S. chilense (B). Annotated MEDEA homologs are
shown with asterisks (*). Significantly differentially expressed genes are indicated,
upregulated genes with a plus sign (+), downregulated genes with a minus sign (–). The
upper histograms show the distribution of FPKM values on the x-axis versus the number
of genes with such expression values (counts) on the y-axis. From top to bottom, genes
are ordered by increasing FPKM values in the sib case.
Solyc01g096020 is a candidate imprinted E3 ubiquitin ligase and was found
significantly upregulated in both species (log2 fold-change 1.49 in S. chilense and 1.42 in
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S. peruvianum). In Figure 5, we show E3 ubiquitin ligases that were significantly
differentially expressed in at least one of the species comparisons. Among these, some
are downregulated in hybrid endosperm of both species (Fig. 5; Solyc08g014080,
Solyc01g067800, Solyc05g007660, Solyc07g053800) and some were found to be
upregulated in hybrid endosperms of both species (Fig. 5; Solyc01g010880,
Solyc01g005840, Solyc01g096020). These groups of E3 ubiquitin ligases presumably
have the same functions, given that they show the same pattern of misregulation in
hybrid endosperm of both species. Whether these E3 ubiquitin ligases interact with a
PRC-like protein in Solanum to achieve gene silencing as they have been shown to do in
Arabidopsis (Dumbliauskas et al. 2011) is unknown. It is also speculative whether they
play a role regulating imprinting and if their deregulation is related to the hybrid seed
failure between S. peruvianum and S. chilense. However, the fact that members of the
CUL are among our candidate imprinted genes, as well as enriched and with consistent
patterns of differential expression in both S. peruvianum and S. chilense, points to an
important role for CUL members in seed development and in mediating the postzygotic
barrier between these tomato species.

Figure 5. Differentially expressed E3 ubiquitin ligase genes. Legend as for Figure 4.

Differential gene expression of MADS-box genes and its possible relationship with
RNA-mediated silencing
Type I MADS-box transcription factors have been shown to play a key regulatory role in
plant reproduction, in particular in specifying female gametophyte, embryo, and
endosperm development (Masiero et al. 2011). We observed an upregulation of members
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of the plant type-I MADS-box domain subfamily in hybrid endosperms (Fig. 6). Except
for Solyc03g119680, all significantly differentially expressed MADS-box genes were
found to be upregulated in the hybrid endosperm of both species. Two homologs of
PHERES, itself also a MADS-box gene, were identified and found upregulated in S.
chilense (Fig. 6 B). AGAMOUS-LIKE (AGL) transcription factors are also part of the
MADS-box family. From the 11 AGL-coding genes found in the ITAG 2.3 annotation of
the tomato reference genome, six and three were found significantly upregulated in
hybrid endosperm of S. chilense and S. peruvianum, respectively (Fig. 6 C, D). AGL
proteins affect endosperm development in Arabidopsis (Kang et al. 2008; Shirzadi et al.
2011), but so far their role in Solanum seed development is unknown. They likely are
involved in plant reproductive development because they are expressed in both
gametophytes and developing seeds (Bemer et al. 2010; Schmitz et al. 2013).
Upregulation of AGL62 and AGL90 is related to the postzygotic barrier between A.
thaliana and A. arenosa, which is associated with endosperm over-proliferation and
delayed development (Josefsson et al. 2006; Walia et al. 2009; Burkart-Waco et al.
2013).
Maternal small interfering RNA (siRNA) expression is negatively correlated with
AGL gene expression in Arabidopsis endosperm (Lu et al. 2012). Based on our findings
of an upregulation of MADS-box genes in hybrid endosperm (Fig. 6) that resembles the
hybrid pattern in Arabidopsis interploidy crosses, we hypothesize that in hybrid
endosperms of our wild tomato species there is a downregulation of expression of siRNA
which is negatively correlated with the overexpression of AGL genes that we found (Fig.
6). We posit that the mechanism that regulates expression of MADS-box genes in normal
endosperm—in this case their repression—is also modulating the repression of the
maternal alleles of PEGs and might partly explain the disturbance of paternal imprinting
in hybrid endosperm (see Chapter 2).
Furthermore and adding evidence to this hypothesis, we have encountered
significant misregulation of genes that code for members of the ARGONAUTE (AGO)
protein family in hybrid seeds of both species (Fig. 7). AGO proteins are pivotal
components of RNA-mediated silencing systems in a broad range of eukaryotes. Of
particular interest, micro RNAs (miRNAs) are associated with AGO proteins and
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involved in RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM) (Law & Jacobsen 2010; Brasset &
Chambeyron 2013).

Figure 6. Heatmap plot showing comparisons of gene expression for MADS-box
gene family members (A, B) and AGL genes (C, D). Annotated PHERES homologs are
shown with asterisks (*). From top to bottom, genes are ordered by increasing FPKM
values in the hyb case. Additional legend as for Figure 4.
Of the 18 AGO-coding genes found in the ITAG 2.3 annotation of the reference
genome, six were significantly differentially expressed in at least one species. In S.
peruvianum five were significantly downregulated (Fig. 7). Solyc09g082830 is an
ARGONAUTE 1 protein-coding gene that was markedly downregulated in both species
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(log2 fold-change –5.2 in S. chilense and –3.0 in S. peruvianum). The expression pattern
of AGO-coding genes in S. chilense is contrasting with that of S. peruvianum, with some
genes exhibiting strong upregulation in hybrid endosperm (Fig. 7).

Figure 7. Heatmap plot showing expression comparisons of AGO genes. Legend as
for Figure 4.

Histones
The GO terms GO:0000785 “chromatin” and GO:0005694 “chromosome” were found
enriched in the differentially expressed genes between embryo and endosperm. These
GO terms are associated with genes involved in DNA packaging like histone-coding
genes and genes responsible for their modifications and assembly of the nucleosome. Out
of the 43 histone-coding genes that pass our expression thresholds and were significantly
differentially expressed in at least one species, all but three were downregulated in S.
peruvianum (Fig. 8 A). Although many of them were also downregulated in S. chilense,
the shift in expression was usually lower and non-significant (Fig. 8 B). The number of
significantly differentially expressed histone-coding genes in S. chilense (n = 10) was
much lower than that in S. peruvianum (n = 40). This is not due to lack of coverage in the
S. chilense endosperm transcriptomes, because histone-coding genes in either case
(normal and hybrid endosperm) were highly expressed in both species (Fig. 8). This
difference among species suggests that histone-coding genes are more misregulated in S.
peruvianum than in S. chilense hybrid endosperm, and this agrees with the phenotypes of
reciprocal crosses that show a much stronger seed-failure phenotype with S. peruvianum
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in the maternal role. Nevertheless, there are histone-coding genes that are misregulated in
the same way in both species, i.e. all highly expressed histone-coding genes (>1000
FPKM in S. peruvianum) in normal endosperm were downregulated in hybrid endosperm
of both species (Fig. 8; Solyc01g099410, Solyc02g077480, Solyc03g071620,
Solyc04g011390, Solyc05g055440, Solyc06g074780–074790, Solyc06g075830–075960,
Solyc11g007920, Solyc11g072860, Solyc11g073250–073260).
Furthermore, and adding to the similar patters of shared misexpression between
species, Solyc02g084240, one of the three histone-coding genes that are upregulated in S.
peruvianum hybrid endosperm, is also upregulated in S. chilense hybrid endosperm (log2
fold-change 3.4 in S. chilense and 2.0 in S. peruvianum). These shared patterns of
misregulation suggest that the implicated histones play similar roles in both species and
that they may have marked effects on global transcription in hybrid endosperms.

Figure 8. Heatmap plot showing expression comparisons of histone-coding genes.
Legend as for Figure 4.
Ingouff et al. (2007, 2010) studied the expression dynamics and location of
different histone variants in Arabidopsis, using quantitative RT-PCR and fluorescence
reporter assays. Specifically, they showed that only a subset of H3 variants are expressed
in male and female gametophytes (Ingouff et al. 2007). They also showed that the H3
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variants contributed by the gametophytes are removed in the zygote and the H3
composition in the embryo is restored by de-novo synthesis (Ingouff et al. 2010).
Although the role of this differential and tissue-exclusive expression of histone-coding
genes remains largely unknown, they suggest that reprogramming of parental genomes in
the zygote limits the inheritance of epigenetic information carried by H3 variants across
generations (Ingouff et al. 2010). Histone variants carry epigenetic information in the
form of covalent modifications (acetylation, methylation, ubiquitination, among others;
Hake & Allis 2006; Kouzarides 2007). Hake and Allis (2006) speculate that the histone
variants and their modifications create different chromosomal domains that can influence
cellular differentiation and development. Indeed, the FIS-PRC directs H3K27me3 and
regulates imprinting by silencing (see above; Hennig & Derkacheva 2009; Schmidt et al.
2013). Furthermore, previous studies in Arabidopsis have shown that histone H1
mutations affect imprinting (Rea et al. 2012). Our results suggest that histone variant
reprogramming may also take place in Solanum, as some histone variants were found
exclusively expressed in endosperm and not in the surrounding tissue (Supplementary
Table 4, endosperm–maternal comparison). Upon visualization of RNAseq data from the
Tomato Genome Consortium (2012), it is clear that the expression of some histone genes
is restricted to bud and flower tissue, pointing to a specific role of these variants in the
development of those tissues. The role of histones and their covalent modifications in
Solanum endosperm development is unknown, but the fact that the GO term
GO:0000786 “nucleosome” was found enriched in the set of differentially expressed
genes in S. chilense (Supplementary Table 3) points to a possible role of histone
modifications in modulating imprinting in Solanum.

Conclusions and Outlook
The study of the functional genomics of Solanum seed compartments is still in its
infancy. This manuscript provides an RNAseq transcription atlas of the seed of wild
tomatoes. We guided our analyses of the seed compartments’ transcriptomes by
knowledge gathered from previous work on the genus Arabidopsis (Josefsson et al. 2006;
Walia et al. 2009; Lu et al. 2012; Burkart-Waco et al. 2013). We explored genes that
likely resemble functions that have been found to be pivotal for proper seed development
in Arabidopsis, assuming that they may have similar functional roles in Solanum. These
include members of the PRC complex and associated proteins, histone-coding genes and
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members of the MADS-box gene family, among others. We did so cautiously,
acknowledging that these are hypothetical functions, given that the role of many of these
genes has not been validated in Solanum. With this cautionary note in mind, our results
show similarities with those of differential gene expression in the studies of postzygotic
barriers in interploidy crosses in Arabidopsis (Lu et al. 2012) and of interspecific crosses
between A. thaliana and A. arenosa (Josefsson et al. 2006; Walia et al. 2009; BurkartWaco et al. 2013). Exploration of the postzygotic barrier between S. peruvianum and S.
chilense provided unprecedented information on gene expression disturbance in hybrid
endosperm. Concomitant with an upregulation of MADS-box genes—among them
PHERES and AGL genes—we observed a downregulation of genes involved in
transcription regulation (histone-coding genes, MEDEA, FIE, AGO, and members of
CUL). The disturbances in gene expression and the potential role of these genes in
Solanum hybrid seed failure must be validated by other molecular approaches.
Our transcriptomic data provide an atlas of expression for the seed compartments
embryo, endosperm and seed coat. These catalogs of exclusively expressed genes may be
used to analyze gene expression of interest without the need to micro-dissect endosperm
and embryo. A next step in the validation of these exclusively-expressed genes would be
to perform fluorescence histological assays to visualize the compartmentalization of gene
expression. It would be particularly interesting to investigate histone-variant
reprogramming in the gametophytes and seed compartments in Solanum. Are the
mechanisms responsible for gene expression and silencing in the endosperm shared
between Solanum and Arabidopsis? Are the exclusively-expressed genes in endosperm
and embryo expressed in somatic tissue as well? What is the methylation status of these
exclusively-expressed genes in vegetative and in reproductive tissue? These are all
questions about epigenetic reprogramming in the Solanum seed that await future
investigation.
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General Discussion
Most of the knowledge on the genetic and evolutionary mechanisms mediating
reproductive isolation barriers, hybrid seed failure and seed development in plants comes
from studies in Arabidopsis. Guided by the seminal work of Charles M. Rick on the
postzygotic isolation barriers in the tomato clade (Rick & Lamm 1955; Rick 1963, 1979,
1986), this PhD thesis aims to address the strong postzygotic isolation barrier (hybrid
seed failure) between Solanum chilense and Solanum peruvianum from a molecular
evolutionary perspective. This PhD thesis represents the first attempt to apply RNA
sequencing of a laser-dissected tissue, the endosperm, to profile the molecular
mechanisms involved in the establishment of barriers to interbreeding in Solanum.
Our morphological characterization of the postzygotic barriers between wild tomato
species evidenced strong differences in fruit/seed size in reciprocal hybrid crosses. The
manifold data on S. peruvianum–S. chilense intra- and interspecific crosses revealed a
range of differences in seed development, with striking variation in growth, development
and final size of the different seed compartments. We acknowledge the gradation of the
barrier and distinguished a “strong” and a “soft” barrier (i.e. some crosses involving S.
arcanum), depending on the proportion of viable seeds obtained after unmanipulated
development. We recognize that this distinction is an oversimplification of our
observations of hybrid seeds showing many aberrant phenotypes that are outside the
focus of this dissertation, but that deserve further investigation. The reasoning for this
conceptual distinction is the attempt to categorize the conspicuous but complex
differences in the strength of the postzygotic barriers between different species pairs.
Strong reciprocal differences in fruit/seed size in interspecific crosses are indicative of
the confrontation of maternal and paternal interests during seed development (Haig 2013;
Willi 2013). The WISO hypothesis (Brandvain & Haig 2005) may explain the result that
S. chilense consistently produces larger fruits (and larger seeds) as the maternal parent in
interspecific crosses, tempting us to posit that S. chilense has the lowest level of parental
conflict and therefore exhibits a paternal-excess phenotype (large seeds) in the maternal
role in interspecific crosses.
By using the RNAseq technique, we were able to molecularly characterize the
postzygotic isolation barrier between S. peruvianum and S. chilense. Imprinting has been
shown to play an important role in regulating seed development (Köhler & Weinhofer-
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Molisch 2010; Köhler & Kradolfer 2011). The genetic and evolutionary mechanisms
regulating these phenomena are an active field of research with many open questions.
Particularly for the genus Solanum, there are to date no published studies that report
imprinting in the endosperm and/or deal with its regulation.
We developed a novel pipeline that, besides using the traditional reciprocal
homozygous sites between the parents, uses sites that are heterozygous in one of the two
parents. The use of heterozygous sites produces a significant increase – compared to
traditional methods – in the number of discriminant sites that allow the detection of
Allele-Specific Expression (ASE) used to infer parent-of-origin-specific expression to
identify candidate imprinted genes. With our novel pipeline, we identified and provide
the first report of candidate imprinted genes in the endosperm of wild tomatoes. Our
analyses of ASE in hybrid endosperms showed a genomic trend of increased maternal
proportions in expression, essentially disrupting paternal imprinting. These patterns of
parent-of-origin-specific expression together with the differential gene expression results
prompted us to discuss the possible genetic mechanisms regulating proper transcription
in the endosperm of Solanum. Among other possible explanations, we posit that an RNAmediated silencing mechanism may regulate imprinting and transcription in the
endosperm in at least some of our misregulated genes.
An RNA-mediated silencing model involves transposable element (TE) insertions
and subsequent silencing of TEs that may trigger imprinted gene expression of genes
physically near TEs (Köhler & Weinhofer-Molisch 2010; Ikeda 2012). Since the
mechanism relies on the location of the TEs – genetic elements with no coding function –
this mechanism per se refutes kinship theory postulates because imprinting is established
due to the presence of a TE, rather than due to involvement of a gene in nutrient
allocation. In a similar fashion, the envisaged coadaptation mechanisms (organellar or
parental) (Wolf & Hager 2006; Wolf 2009, 2013; Wolf & Brandvain 2014) that may
evolutionarily “explain” the imprinted nature of some of our candidate genes also refute
the kinship theory for the origin and maintenance of imprinting. In conclusion and most
likely, imprinted expression can originate by any of the mechanisms that have been
proposed and then later be maintained and fixed — or otherwise — depending on the
selective forces exerted by their coadaptive interactions and/or by their role in regulating
parental conflict in the seed. A clearer understanding of the genetic and evolutionary
mechanisms underlying the origin and maintenance of imprinted expression could be
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achieved by individually studying the candidate genes that were identified in this study,
using functional validation among other experimental approaches.
Epigenetic reprogramming during female and male gametogenesis may play a role
in transcriptional regulation in Solanum. The process of epigenetic reprogramming may
in part be responsible for the imprinted expression of some genes (Slotkin et al. 2009;
Bourc’his & Voinnet 2010; Baroux et al. 2011; Calarco et al. 2012). Our results
uncovered a suite of genes exclusively expressed in the endosperm (Chapter 3).
Restrictive expression of genes in the endosperm as we have found may be interpreted as
a signal that epigenetic reprogramming is taking place in Solanum. Whether or not this
phenomenon follows the mechanisms that have been outlined in Arabidopsis (Bourc’his
& Voinnet 2010; Castel & Martienssen 2013) is still an open question and the subject of
further investigations. Among the genes exclusively expressed in the endosperm we
found some histones and genes coding for proteins involved in histone modifications.
Histones and histone modifications are important epigenetic regulators and have been
proven to play important roles in seed development and imprinting (Ingouff et al. 2007,
2010; Ingouff & Berger 2010; Rea et al. 2012). The expression of specific sets of
histones in specific tissues may activate transcriptional domains otherwise inactive in
somatic tissues (Hake & Allis 2006; Ingouff et al. 2010). Further hybridization assays
targeting those exclusively expressed histones to validate their patterns of spatial
expression in the seed are planned. Genes involved in ubiquitination (a histonemodifying process) were found differentially expressed and imprinted in the endosperm.
Particularly and as an example, an SKP1 cofactor was found strongly under-expressed in
hybrid endosperms. It is reasonable to hypothesize that histone-specific expression and
histone ubiquitination marks play important roles in mediating seed viability in Solanum.
Our differential gene expression results provide a rich catalog of candidate misregulated
genes with probable key roles in mediating proper transcription in the endosperm; some
of these genes may be causally responsible for the hybrid seed failure in interspecific
crosses.

Outlook
Predictably, the findings of this PhD thesis leave a wealth of research questions that still
await to be answered. Regarding the morphological and developmental analysis of
Chapter 1, it would be of interest to histologically analyze the stunning developmental
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abnormalities in interspecific crosses that were outside the scope of this thesis,
particularly crosses that show a morphology markedly different to the strong barrier of S.
peruvianum–S. chilense which was the main focus of this study. Since a large number of
hybrid seeds have been stored as a product of our pollination efforts, testing the viability
and fitness of interspecific hybrids would be relevant and may potentially uncover yet
another dimension of postzygotic barriers, e.g. if pollen inviability were to be found in
F1 hybrids. Furthermore, our system offers the opportunity to test the postulates of the
WISO hypothesis in several other species pairs. Firstly, accurate measurements of seed
size would have to be obtained for the seeds already produced in order to test our
inference of reduced parental conflict within the members of the self-incompatible S.
chilense. Secondly, extending the crossing experiments by including the self-compatible
species S. chmielewskii and S. neorickii would allow to test if these species do indeed
have a history of reduced parental conflict as a consequence of their highly selfing
mating system. The prediction would be an increased seed size in interspecific crosses
with outcrossing wild tomato species as pollen donors.
We were able to uncover imprinting in the endosperm of wild tomatoes and have
discussed the possible genetic and evolutionary mechanisms that may affect imprinting.
A way to test the hypotheses that we discussed regarding these mechanisms is to directly
test them by targeting additional molecular-genetic processes. One approach could be to
sequence the small RNAs to test the role of RNA silencing in imprinting in the
endosperm. Another epigenomic approach could be sequencing the methylome through
genome-wide bisulfite sequencing (BS-seq) in endosperm to test if methylation is indeed
the “imprint” mark underlying the differential allelic expression of imprinted genes. With
methylome sequencing of somatic tissues, and comparing the methylation patterns to
those of the endosperm, one could also address the questions raised about epigenetic
reprogramming in the seed of Solanum. Specifically, focusing on the genes expressed
exclusively in the endosperm and analyzing whether these genes are systematically
repressed in somatic tissues via methylation. In order to address the role of histones and
histone modifications, specifically ubiquitination, assays involving chromatin
immunoprecipitation (ChIP)-based methods using an antibody directed against the sitespecific histone modification might be designed. Chromatin immunoprecipitation
coupled with high-throughput sequencing (ChIP-Seq) could be used to assess the role of
histone ubiquitination in hybrid seed failure. Regarding validating the role of key
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candidate genes misexpressed in the “chaotic” hybrid endosperms, mutant plants could
be designed that either knock out or constitutively express the target genes, depending on
the pattern of misexpression. Among our best candidates for this validation approach
would be SKP1, a gene markedly downregulated in hybrid endosperms (Chapter 3). By
designing a plant that constitutively expresses this CUL cofactor, we would expect that
its constitutive expression might rescue the seeds from failing to properly develop.
The molecular and bioinformatic pipeline developed and standardized in this study
to investigate the endosperm transcriptional differences between seeds of reciprocal
interspecific crosses between S. chilense and S. peruvianum can be implemented for the
study of other species pairs; of main interest would be those characterized by the soft
barrier type of crosses described in chapter 1. The comparison of crosses exhibiting soft
and strong barriers would shed light on the molecular mechanisms leading to strong
isolation barriers between plant species. The differences we found in fruit/seed size that
were described in our morphological analyses in Chapter 1 point toward plausible
agronomical implications of our investigation. The endosperm is a tissue with enormous
relevance for food security (Li & Berger 2012). An understanding of the genetic and
evolutionary mechanisms regulating seed development and the build-up of isolation
barriers thus has implications beyond the fields of molecular and evolutionary biology.
The analyses and results of this dissertation may pave the way for further research
seeking to identify factors influencing seed and endosperm growth/size in angiosperms,
with possibly important implications for food security.
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